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Student Senate elections 
coming up Tuesday 
Panther pair 
Rardstown native Anita Kallard. a sophomore broadcasting 
major and Molly Ma lone, a sophomore education major from 
llodgcnvillc. brought along a friend in the form of a pink 
panther to the Western game at Alumni Coliseum on 
Saturday Ballard didn't say whether the panther showed an 
ID to get a t icket  I photo by Steve Brown I 
Future ticket distribution 
systems being examined 
By JANETJACOBS 
News Kit itur 
At 10 am Monday. Jan 21. the 
Student Activities staff began 
distributing tickets in the Powell 
Building lobby for the Kastern-Western 
basketball game 
By 2 15. all student tickets had been 
given out to students showing valid 
ID's. from one to as many as 25 per 
person 
The distribution system, coordinated 
by athletic director Donald Combs, 
enabled students to pick up their tickets 
to the game ahead of time. Ap- 
proximately one-half the coliseum or 
3.500 tickets were distributed in the 
four-hour period 
Combs looked at similar procedures 
used by other schools and adapted it to 
the I'niversity "For the first time 
through, we made the process very 
simple and then we'll attempt to refine 
it" stated Combs "I don't think it is 
perfect, though we tried to come close. 
But we had very few complaints." 
The athletic director said he heard 
maybe 20 complaints from some who 
felt it unfair that they allowed someone 
to pick up more than one ticket with 
validated IDs The rest felt not enough 
tickets were given out to students 
"We looked at the number of students 
who attended games since the building 
opened and found that students had not 
taken over half the seats when they 
could just gain entrance by showing a 
validated ID at the door." stated 
Combs 
Me added that other arrangements 
are being looked at for the future, if the 
attendance at regular basketball 
games requires it One such 
arrangement would be having students 
with last names beginning from A to M 
alternating attendance with last names 
beginning with N through Z. 
They are also looking at one person 
only being able to pick up one ticket. 
"But that means lists and would get 
time consuming," said Combs. "With 
that method we couldn't have given out 
as many tickets in such a short time " 
"The whole purpose of the 
distribution system was not to have 
mure people wanting tickets than the 
building   could   hold     "Wouldn't   you 
rather have a little disappointment 
Monday than make plans to go to the 
game and find out once you're there 
that you can't get in''" asked Combs 
"For a first time, the process went 
very smoothly." commented Skip 
Daugherty. director of student ac 
tivities and organizations "Even 
though students showed up with as 
many as 25 IDs I don't think they 
abused the system It just saved 25 
people from having to stand in line " 
A few extra tickets were given out to 
allow for the few who would not show up 
due to unforseen circumstances 
Daugherty felt the packed coliseum 
was evidence that students who took the 
tickets used them 
Crowds began forming outside the 
coliseum around 11 a.m. Saturday 
Combs and Daugherty both saw few 
problems at that time, although Combs 
commented that about 35-40 un 
validated ID - were taken up at the 
door "We even got a 1976 ID." he said. 
Some came to the door unaware of 
the new procedure, but overall, Combs 
said he felt the process was well- 
accepted by the students 
By DONNA BUNCH 
Organizations Kdltor 
A heated discussion on committee 
appointments and an update on the 
open house committee and senate 
elections comprised the agenda of the 
Student Association iSAi meeting on 
Tuesday 
Kon Bales, a representative of the 
College of I.aw Enforcement, made a 
motion that the senate consider 
selecting the student representatives 
that serve on various committees 
directly, instead on nominating two for 
every position as is the current policy. 
The University, unlike many other 
colleges in the country, allows a voting 
student representation on every 
committee on campus SA nominates 
two people for every position and 
University President J C Powell 
makes the final choice of who will 
serve 
Thomas Myers, vice president for 
student affairs, advised the senators 
that serving on the committees was a 
privelege of the students and not a 
right There's no way to force him 
iPowelh to do this." said Myers. "It's 
his privilege " 
"We're not challenging the 
president." said Bates. "We're just 
making a suggestion " He said that he 
felt that if there were fewer student 
nominees, then the student represen 
tat ion would be better 
Chris Kremer. president of SA. 
said he agreed with the basic concept of 
Bate's motion "I think it would speed 
up the process and wc have the closest 
contact with the students, so by 
Choosing we would get better 
representation " 
The senate eventually voted to table 
the motion, until a committee could 
discuss with Powell why the policy is in 
its current form 
Bates expressed disapproval of the 
senate's decision "I'm concerned 
about the trend of student senate to only 
pass the things that the administration 
would like to see.  instead of passing 
what the students need." said Bates 
Kremer said that the bill wouldn't be 
tailored for the administration, but that 
the senators only wanted to discuss the 
matter with Powell befor* voting on it 
"I don't think that we pass hills 
necessarily because we think the 
administration would like them." said 
Kremer "We simply try to tailor the 
bill so that we can sell the recom- 
mendations that we think the students 
want to get across." 
He added that if the senate had 
simply demanded longer hours in the 
Begley Building, without showing a 
need and a way of funding, then that bill 
wouldn't have passed either. 
In other senate business. Kremer 
announced that the open house com- 
mittee will soon be ready to make 
some new proposals "We hope that the 
administration still is receptive to the 
idea of bringing Eastern's open house 
policy in line with other universities in 
the state." he said 
He said that Western just raised their 
open house hours to 31 hours per week 
Tins university currently allows 18 
hours per week 
Kremer added thai one of the most 
important things now facing senate is 
the vacancy elections that will tie held 
Tuesday in the Powell Building Irom 10 
a in   to ft p m 
There are senate vacancies in every 
college except the College of Natural 
and Mathematical Sciences 
SPRING VACANCY ELECTIONS 
CANDIDATES 
Allied  Health and  Nursing  131 
Carl Kremer 
\pplied   \rls and Technology   121 
Charles Fortney. Kathleen Huffman. 
Tama Kirby. Jacqueline Shuler. Alice 
Stover.   Dave  Thorpe.   Mike   Walton, 
(ireg Wicker. 
Arts and Humanities 121 
James Crowe 
Business  I I i 
Gary Carlberg, Frank (onsaln. Cindy 
Slaughter. Clayhurn Trow ell 
Education I2i 




I.aw   Enforcement  11 > 
Nn candidates 
Social and  Behavioral i   II 
Itnger llommes. David (irise 
Library employee 
found shot to death 
By JANETJACOBS 
News Editor 
Patricia A Smith, an employee in the 
circulation department of the 
I'niversity library, died Jan 23 of a 
""self-inflicted gunshot wound to the 
chest'' according to County Coroner 
F.mhry Curry 
Smith, of 175 Dixie Plaza, was 
reportedly found Wednesday afternoon 
by her husband, an employee in the 
carpenter shop on campus She was 
lound lying in bed A 20 gauge shotgun 
and a picture of the victim's children 
were on the bed near her body 
According to Krnest Weyhrauch. 
dean of the libraries and learning 
resources, Smith had worked |usl about 
one week and had called in ill 'hat da) 
"We were all shocked.' stated 
Weyhrauch "There was no indication 
lhal there was anything wrong " 
Her supervisor, June Martin, 
described Smith as having a 'very up 
personality a sunny disposition We 
were very pleased with her work she 
was a delight lo work with " 
Weyhrauch also stated that she had 
made a good impression and was well 
liked by everyone she worked with 
Plasma donors exchange 
time for blood money 
By JANETJACOBS' 
News Editor 
Any healthy. 18 to 64 year-old 
weighing at least 110 pounds and having 
good veins can earn up to $70 a month 
working just four hours a week 
donating plasma.     * 
Bio Resources. Richmond's plasma 
center located at 292 South Second St., 
opened in March. 1979 to help meet the 
growing demand for plasma in the 
medical field and pharmaceutical 
industry 
Ideally, the center should average 
around 1.500 liters a month. However, 
they "•fall way. way short." according 
to Manager Betty Coleman. R N. 




By TIM MESARIS 
Guest Writer 
Every week, many college students 
plead guilty to public intoxication in 
Madison County court perhaps without 
fully understanding first, the statute 
itself and second, the implications of 
being found guilty of this Class B 
misdemeanor 
The Kentucky Revised Statute that 
pertains to public intoxication is KRS 
525 100 It reads (11 A person is guilty of 
public intoxication when he appears in 
a public place manifestly under the 
influence of alcohol or a controlled 
substance, not therapeutically ad- 
ministered, to the degree that he may 
endanger himself or other persons or 
property or unreasonably annoy per- 
sons in his vicinity. <2> Public In- 
toxication is a Class B misdemeanor 
The key elements of KRS 525 100 
are the word manifestly and the 
stipulation that the offender must be a 
danger to himself, others, property or 
unreasonably annoy persons In his 
vicinity. 
Subsections of KRS 525 100 provide 
further explanation of these elements. 
Subsection (1) requires that a person 
be "manifestly" under the influence. 
This is intended to require some 
aberrant behavior on the part of the 
accused before an arrest is authorized 
What is manifestly? Webster's dic- 
tionary defines it as being apparent to 
the senses or the mind; obvious-to show 
plainly or to reveal Abberant is defined 
as deviation from what is right, true or 
normal-mental derangement. 
These  two  conditions,   unless  a 
complaintant exists, are up to the police 
officer's discretion. 
The other element that must exist 
before a person is guilty of public in- 
toxication is that, because of his 
condition, he is endangering himself, 
others, property, or is unreasonably 
annoying persons in his vicinity. This 
element is not elaborated on in KRS 
525 100 and is also, in most cases, up to 
the judgement of the officer. 
As stated earlier, Public Intoxication 
is a Class B misdemeanor Under 
Kentucky law. a class B misdemeanor 
is punishable by a fine of up to $250 and 
90 days in jail or both. 
Figures as to the percentage of guilty 
pleas entered for the charge of public 
intoxication locally were not available, 
but they were estimated by a court 
official as being near 80 percent 
Richmond Police Chief Russell Lane 
c mmented that public intoxication 
accounted for the most arrests in this 
city as well as any other wet town. 
He also estimated that 25 to 30 arrests 
are made weekly by local officials. Of 
course not all of these arrests go 
against the student population, but a 
large percentage does. 
All students who spend any time at 
downtown bars owe it to themselves to 
be aware of this law and the conditions 
that must exist before an arrest is 
authorized. 
A Class B misdemeanor is not a 
pretty sight on anyone's record and 
pleading guilty without being aware of 
the conditions that must exist before an 
arrest is justified might cost some 
students a fine and a record that could 
haunt them the rest of their lives. 
See page 7 for a photo spread of 
shots taken at last Saturdays 
televised basketball game when 
the Colonels heat the Western 
Hilltoppers K4-x:«. 
new s-features,............ ,M 
organizations.............. X-S 
sports................... 10-1 - 
arts n-ii 
how the center works."  Coleman ex- 
plained 
Though many believe donors are 
"selling their bodies." the center pays 
people for the time they spend while 
donating plasma, generally one and 
one-half to two hours per donation 
explained Coleman 
Approximately 85-90 percent of the 
donors at Bio Resources are students 
Regular donors contribute plasma 
twice a "week with at least 48 hours 
between each donation^? 
Prior to the first donation, everyone 
undergoes an interview for medical 
history An examination by a Richmond 
physician. I)r Shirley Brown, follows 
This process screens out unqualified 
donors 
After the physical, trained personnel 
screen for protein levels, hematocnt 
and vital signs to insure the prospective 
donor is in good condition 
Each time a donor goes to donate the 
screening procedure is repeated to 
make sure he is healthy 
The plasma is taken in two units One 
unit of blood is "bled." the flow 
clamped and an infusion of saline 
begins to keep the vein open lor the red 
blood cells to be returned 
The plasma is separated trimi Ihe red 
blood cells in a centrifuge The blood 
bag is spun at 5.mm rpms which creates 
an artificial gravity pushing the 
heavier blood cells lo the liottom. the 
plasma remaining at the top 
Plasma constitutes 55 percent ol the 
blood Removing the red and while 
blood cells leaves the plasma which is 
the fluid part of the hlood It is 92 
percent water containing proteins 
hormones, inorganic salts and a few 
other substances which are transported 
via the plasma, to and Irom liody 
tissues 
The plasma is extracted using sterile 
techniques and the blood is mixed with 
saline, which is normally in the blood. 
and reinfused to Ihe donor 
A five-step process insures lhal each 
donor gets his own blood "We have 
never had a donor get the wrong 
blood. ' stated Coleman "With the five 
step process, there is no waj a donoi 
can get someone else's blood 
The   whole  process   is   repealed  lu 
bleed the second hag of hlood 
ISM DONORS, page 161 
Judge's work program optional 
to serving time in jail 
By UEAN IIOI.T 
fits Edlltor 
A program which offers violators of 
minor laws a chance to work instead of 
serving jail terms or paying fines has 
been offered for the past two years by 
Judge George William Robbins, chief 
district judge, whose territory includes 
Richmond and Berea 
The work program. Robbins said, has 
been well received by both the of- 
fenders and government authorities 
who have been offering jobs 
Of the 300 to 400 people who have 
participated in the program so far. 
Robbins said approximately 60 to 70 
percent have be«> students. 
Persons involved in the program 
ususally face alcohol-related charges 
or certain traffic offenses. Upon 
reviewing the subject's record, Robbins 
said he determines whether to allow the 
person the choice of working instead of 
being fined If the person completes the 
work program, the violation is not 
placed on one's record, he said 
Robbins said his work program 
generally offers three days of jail credit 
for each day the person works 
If the offender decides to work in the 
program, assigned jobs range from 
painting curbs, cleaning litter from 
city owned areas, to filing cases for 
per trial release 
While the offenders are working, a 
supervisor is present to evaluate their 
work The supervisor reports to either 
City Manger Ed Worley or Robbins on 
whether the offender has completed the 
work program assigned 
There have been only two cases in 
which the offender has failed to com- 
plete an assigned project Robbins said 
that the average duration of the 
program is one work day for most 
alcohol-related offenses 
"It's not a goof off program They 
i the offenders > must participate well or 
it doesn't count " 
Among the places in which the of- 
fenders work are Boonesboro State 
Park, the University and the City of 
Richmond 
'It's been an aid to the community in 
many different ways and the offenders 
acknowledge their guilt (through the 
programi. and a lot of times the 
program keeps parents from paying a 
fine but lets the offender be punished to 
a degree " Robbins said 
He continued saying that he feels the 
work program is a more effective 
method of reform than simply having 
the offender pay a fine 
Robbins prides himself on Ihe 
completely voluntary program and said 
similar programs have become widely 
accepted not only in this area hut 
nationwide as well. 
Saying he has no regrets about the 
program. Robbins added that it has 
been accepted more quickly than he 
anticipated The assistance of different 
governmental authorities, such as state 
park personnel and Richmond city 
administrators has been valuable to the 
programs success, he concluded 
When hearing trial cases. Robbins 
said he considers the employment 
status   of   the   person   involved   and. 
whether or not the fine for the crime 
would place a hardship on Ihe person 
Either male or female offenders are 
eligible tor the work plan 
If the person agrees to participate in 
the program. Robbins has an official 
from the state's department "I 
corrections, plan the dates and tunes 
for the violator to work If the offender 
is a student, work is arranged lo ac 
commodate that person's class 
schedule 
Because the violators do work which 
would have otherwise involved cits 
employees, Robbins added that there is 
no question that Richmond saves 
money through the program 
Robbins said he has Ihoughl about 
extending the program lo allow other 
types of offenses to be worked of I but 
that the difficulty of supervising per 
sons convicted of higher offenses is 
playing a key role in his decision 
During the course of the program's 
existance. there have been two cases in 
which the same individuals have been 
allowed to repeat the program, he said 
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Editorials 
Police editorial draws 
local response 
B> PAMKI *J. Mlll.tK 
i .in -i Opinion 
Kdilor'* nrti'   I tn- author is a police 
itispali lii i    tin    tin-   Richmond    Roller 
Department i 
This is .i response '*' ihe editorial 
that appeared in the Ian. 24. 1980 
issue ol Ihe Kastern Progress 
entitled "Efficiency ol ihe local 
Police Should he Examined.*' I rind 
Mi. Doll.it. ilit author, has a gross 
lack ol know ledge concerning noi 
nith the local police, hut also about 
policing in general. 
I would like 10 lake this 
opportunity 10 point out some 
ob> ious discrepancies and omissions 
which hase resulted in Fallacious 
implications concerning ihe Rich- 
mond i ii > Police Department'. 
Relative to accusations i<l Rich- 
mond police brutality. Mi. Dollar 
has -lion it an ahhoiant lack ol 
lournalisiie ellttc's. His mlormauou. 
.is piesetited. i» eithei old Ol from 
second-hand sources. H\ Ins own 
admission, one source is an old 
ncuspapci arncle and the second is a 
broadcast presented b> a I esington 
tele* ision station. 
R.tthei than checking lot the most 
current disposition ol the incidents, 
he icpotted unsubstantiated news 
which places some ol his statements 
in the catcgorx ol tiinioi ttiongcring. 
I belie\e that no one should he ai 
ItbciM to make u journalistic 
discussion concerning the shooting 
death ol a citizen b> a Richmond 
oilicer and lor obvious reasons— any 
sl.iletiienl made max in some way 
prejudice ihe pending litigation. 
I think that he gixes a rather 
strong impression ol emit in this 
in.idem, hut since he was not a 
witness or privy to police inlorma- 
lion, he is unqualified IO oiler his 
criticism. 
In the matiet ol a police officer 
"haxing hashed the head ol a 
luxenilc against the paxcmeni." it 
should he noted that al'lei an 
intensive internal tnxesiigation, it 
was reseated that the complaint was 
llltlouilded; this was suppoitcd hx 
several evexx nnesses. 
Mi     Doll.ii   makes ,m attempt  to 
editor's mailbag- 
Police defense 
To the Kriitnr 
It is extremely unfortunate that a 
l»aper w huh has written so many words 
about the necessity ol good community 
relations between Richmond and 
Kastern students is in lact the vehicle 
which I his week has managed to set 
hack th«-se relations about 10 years in 
one ol the most thoughtless uncalled 
lor and certainly least deserving 
editorials ever written 
As a police officer with oxer K) years 
experience who has served in aimost 
every federal agency and with and for 
many loreign governments. I believe 
that IN' law enforcement agencies of 
this area contain some of the most 
dedicated, intelligent well trained 
liersonnel that I have ever encountered 
The Richmond Police Department 
has to this dale   completed one of the 
implx ihat the Richmond Police 
harass students in the downtown 
area. I think that with a little look at 
the blatant facts. Mr. Dollar's 
implication can be nullified. 
first, the greatest concentration 
of recreational options open to the 
population aie the downtown bars. 
Second, the greatest number of 
people who patroni/e these busi- 
nesses ate students. Third, the 
greatest concentration of criminal 
act is us occurs in the downtown area 
during peak hours of 9 p.m. to 1:30 
a.m. 
Iherelore. n should not be the 
least hit surprising that the greatest 
concentration of patrol activity is 
directed ai thai area, during those 
hours but. contrary to popular 
belief, not because the students are 
there but because Ihe crime is there 
Police answei sails almost nightly 
m which students are involved in 
tights, assaults, criminal mischief on 
business property and IO vehicles. 
public intoxication, disorderly con- 
duct, driving under the influence, 
intoxicants, arid numerous drug-re- 
lated incidents. 
\li Dollai has reduced these 
activities io what he considers to be 
simple student hijins. He displays 
symptoms ol paranoia when he 
states that police are "'preoccupied 
with the i nixersity students." 
Ihe Richmond Police Depart- 
ment answers every call with the 
immediacy warranted by the lype ol 
complaint I he department docs not 
give preference to the calls from any 
persons and student 
em neither increases the 
prior it x nor the immediacy ol the 
response. 
Ihe statement that police preoc- 
cupation with student exploits max 
have in seme way contributed to the 
death ol Ms O'Hcarn smacks ol 
litci.itx and logical drivel. Police 
cannot be every where at all times, it 
was only because Ihe officer 
patrolling in thai area was obserxant 
enough pnoi la the commission ol 
the crime thai he later identified the 
subjects     who     have     since     been 
personor 
iipvjjlvcMicin
charged with the crime. 
If it had not been for the 
exceptional piece of police work by 
all the officers involved, the accused 
persons would not have been so 
quickly apprehended. Rather than 
questioning the capabilities of the 
Richmond Police, they should be 
commended and recognized for the 
manner in which the case was 
handled. 
Mr. Dollar outdoes himself in 
making the obviously asinine 
comparison concerning the relative 
aspect of the collection of fines to 
that of "preservation of human 
lives," as if there was some relativity 
in such a comparison. 
lirstlx,   the   C"it>   of   Richmond 
does not receive any of ihe monies 
-collected    from    fines   except    for 
parking: all other lunds accumulat- 
ed are sent to ihe state treasury. 
Secondly. he suggests that the 
police department re-examine their 
priorities. Ihe Richmond City 
Police Department has always, does 
so now and will continue io 
maintain as its highest priority the 
protection and preservation of 
human life. 
I certainly cannot imagine what 
priority changes Mi Dollar had in 
mind: however, I would not want to 
see anything else lake place oxer that 
priority. 
In closing, I personally think that 
the ohxious lack ol research on his 
topic and the inadequate manner in 
which it was repotted resulted in a 
ridiculous attempt to enlighten the 
leaders to "his" xiews about 
alleged abuses in the Richmond 
( il\  Police Department. 
It has. in fact, been an 
unwarranted and inaeeuaie attack 
on the pride and prestige of the 
department and its officers. 
It is an insult to the cm/ens ol 
Richmond who duly lake pride in 
their police department. And I 
believe thai Mr. Dollar's editorial is 
an embarrassment io the limversitv. 
Mi Dollar owes an apology Io all 
parties concerned for such a sad 
display ol journalistic pap. 
fines) pieces of police work that t have 
ever encountered, yet the Kastern 
Progress would have you believe that 
they need to realign their priorities 
according to the editorial writer 
I respectfully suggest that your 
editorial writer visit the Madison 
founty Court House and find out who 
and for what purpose people are being 
tried in Madison County Courts 
This community is extremely for- 
tunate in having a fine Police chief, and 
dedicated officers with the Richmond 
Police Department and they do not 
need nor desire the caustic comments 
o( some ill informed editorial writer 
who knows little of what he purports to 
wnte 
I trust that the Richmond community 
;uid members of the Richmond Police 
Department are aware that this view 
does not represent all of the people at 
this I'niversilv 
R..b Dollar Kdilor 
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Division of Public Safety 
Campus outrage 
Dear Kditor 
We are totally outraged by the recent 
article criticizing the efficiency of the 
local police We believe what really 
needs to be examined is the com- 
munity's cooperation with Ihe police 
Overall, the community views the 
police efforts with a negative attitude 
rather than an appreciative one What 
do vou think the crime rate would be in 
downtown Richmond if there were no 
police patrolling the area' 
In Ihe editorial it was stated. "The 
Richmond police owe the citizens of the 
community Ihe most effective use of 
manpower that is possible " It is true 
we need this manpower, however, they 
need our cooperation 
With a joint effort between com- 
munity and police the downtown area 
patrol could be lessened but due to the 
situation created, the majority of the 
police are needed in that area 
Recently. "The Richmond Com- 
mittee" was organized on campus to 
increase Ihe understanding and better 
the relationship between Richmond 
merchants, police and the community 
at large Obviously there is a need for 
such a group 
Perhaps  with   cooperation   between 
Ihe police and the community tragedies 
as the one last week may be prevented. 
Linda House and 
Andrea Innis 
Elections     B~khamHaL 
Dear Kditor. 
I would like to remind everyone that 
Student Senate elections are this 
Tuesday In the College of Social and 
Behavioral Sciences. David Grise is a 
well-qualified candidate and deserves 
your support 
Grise is a senior, political science 
major with a 3.8 GPA He spent his last 
semester as an administrative intern in 
the Consumer Protection Division of 
Ihe attorney general's office. 
(■rise is currently helping the Student 
Rights and Responsibilities Committee 
of the Student Senate in setting up their 
own consumer protection plan 
Grise has been involved in a number 
of other University activities as well 
He has served as president of the 
CIRUNA Club, and was a member of 
i.imtid.i Sigma, a sophomore honor 
society. Grise has also been active in 
the Young Democrats. 
The College of Social and Behavioral 
Sciences includes the majors of 
political science, history, social work 
and psychology, among others I would 
encourage everyone to vote on 
Tuesday 
Sincerely. 
Jim Biaso, Justice 
Student Court 
Well, /rV WevT^plaf, 
Wrid-t- have you ^or 
G>r collateral— - 
any   free loos me+alS? 
brdces -for my 
daogbfer? 
—Atidl brougH- 
Soroe mohey for d 
down pa*j»Tier)+- 
- And I C3K Kanile 
Twr/,tyooftMMr~ 
oVC, bur remember— 
we-4«vf 4o loSe oor 
wanner* wten vwe. 
donH- ge+ our money! 
Thanx $w} <*>rff 
•*orry  abovf 
a-Hning!! 
Perspective 
Kitchen to foxhole? 
Robin Pof.r 
Has ihe day finally come that a 
woman's place is not in the home, 
bui on the baiilelield instead^ 
Since the days of the women's 
Suffrage Movement, women have 
been striving for equal rights with 
members of the other gender and 
may soon witness the height of their 
expectations. 
Currently, both men and women 
await Congress' decision on when 
and how to re-initiate registration 
lor the draft. And members of both 
sixes are not "too happy " about the 
possibilities ahead. 
I'm all for equal rights for 
women, which is an issue being put 
to the test at I Ii is. time in the face of a 
draft. Women should be allowed the 
same opportunities as men and they 
must, at the same time, face the 
consequences of their desire for 
those opportunities and rights. 
As much as I am pro-equal rights, 
I can logically sec that certain 
biological differences existing be- 
tween men and women make it 
impossible for both sexes to be 
"equal." 
There aie certain things that some 
men can do better than some women 
and x ice-versa. But the fact still 
remains thai women, in general, arc 
not physically as strong as men. 
If it got to the point where 
Congress began the draft in case of 
war, why then should men 
automatically be the only ones 
conscripted to go off and fight? 
Because they have done so in the 
past? 
In the "past." women didn't gel a 
lot of the jobs men did . . . they 
wouldn't have dreamed of having 
some of the positions they now 
hold. Women had to fight for the 
right to vote in the U.S. elections 
and they eventually got it in 1920. 
In general, women have always 
been housewives and mothers-fore- 
most. Now, women have gotten 
almost everything they've worked 
lor and wanted so badly--equal 
rights, equal jobs and equal pay. 
Everything, that is, except the 
ERA which has not yet been passed 
since its proposition in 1972. Since 
then, the deadline for the ratifica- 
tion of the amendment has been 
extended and several states have yet 
to give their approval. 
Because of the push lor the KRA, 
young women, for the first time in 
history, arc anticipating a draft 
which could xery well include them. 
Although Congress has always 
held the power to draft women as 
well as men, the idea was simply 
unheard of. But ex en though women 
have never been sent io the from 
lines to fight, they haxe played 
significant roles in the nation's war 
involvements. 
Thousands of women were drawn 
inio the labor force during World 
War I and helped to keep the 
economy going. And, during World 
War II, approximately 25.000 
women joined the WAC's and 
WAVE's and found themselves 
helping out as clerks, typists, nurses 
and technicians both at home and 
on the front. 
Thousands of other women 
remained ai home io take their 
husbands' places in factories and at 
other jobs. Women faced the task of 
haxing to become the sole provider 
in the family and of haxing to raise 
their children alone. 
The number of women confront- 
ed with the suddenness of becoming 
"head of the household" with their 
husbands at war rose from 770.000 
to nearly three million between the 
years of 1940 and 1945. 
Since President Carter's State of 
the Union Address of last week, 
some women are considering the 
possibilities of getting married and 
becoming pregnant to "get out of 
the draft." They're afraid not only 
of haxing their lives disrupted, but 
also of the possibility of combat. 
I don-'t think that this country is 
ready IO send women off io the 
front lines to fight. If women arc 
drafted at all. they will be serving in 
other ways doing civil service work, 
medical work, office work and 
keeping their jobs here in ihe States 
to uphold the nation's economy. 
If I should be drafted someday, I 
certainly won't relish the idea. Who 
WANTS to go off to war? 
I would, however, serve my 
country if I were asked io. I 
wouldn't likely be found lifting 
heavy artillery to the front lines and 
throwing hand grenades. But there 
are many other ways I, and other 
women could help out. 
It's time that women laced.the 
facts that equal rights mean equal 
responsibilities. 
We've come a long way, baby. 
Letter policy 
Anyone in ihe I'niversily community 
is welcome to submit a guest opinion 
article Io the Progress lor publication 
xrlickw should In- of ;i topical nature 
typed and double-spaced, between 7II0- 
twin words and written in good Knglish 
The editor* reserve Ihe right to reject 
any article judged hhclnus. slanderous 
or in had lasle Articles should he 
received by Ihe Progress no later lhan 
"he Kriday-before Ihe dale of 
inhhcaliiMi with Ihe name, address and 
telephone number of the guest writer 
filers to the editor are also 
welcome All letters must he signed 
less than -Mm words and include the 
iddross and telephone number of Ihe 
writer  Address all correspondence to: 
Kditor 
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Knurlh Kloor. Jones Building 
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News/Features 
Fan for 35 years 
Come rain or shine, 
Eades follows bouncing ball 
B> BRIAN KI.AIK 
Features Editor 
To put Wes Fades' loyally and 
devotion into Ihe proper perspective. 
njprhapR it is best to begin with a story - 
THE story actually narrated by Don 
• ■iimbs. director of athletics 
! "The first time I ever remember Wes 
hj>ing so loyal." said Combs, "was in 
ISIVI when our football team went to the 
'tangerine Bowl When the players left 
rumpus on Ihe team bus. Wes was there 
waiving goodbye And when the bus 
pulled up at the hotel in Florida, he was 
I here lo greet ihcm. I guess you could 
say that's Wes' claim to fame. I'll never 
Ifjrget thai " 
;The 70.\ ear-old Kades hasn't 
■m Hi HI IMI it. either 
•"Yeah, it's a true story." he said as 
h|> sal in a lolding chair on the upper 
concourse of Alumni Coliseum after the 
nidi's game against Western on 
Saturday "Bui they told it wrong They 
had it in Ihe papers and on Ihe radio 
lhal I hitch hiked Well. I didn't do thai 
.ii all 
'"Let's see I gave a boy $10 for 
driving me And I stayed in Griffin, da 
■ ■yernighl I spent a little bit on meals. 
bin altogether I guess I'd say I paid less 
lRan $20 " 
;lt must be noted somewhere that 
Kades' enthusiasm seems lo run from 
here lo Ihe Tangerine Bowl and back 
wjicn il comes to Colonel sports -• 
especially basketball, football and 
baseball 
. But there are al least two categories 
to consider Because there are Colonel 
farm And then there are Colonel 
fanatics 
; Kven Kades himself will admit that if 
he (locsn'l (all near Ihe lop of the second 
category, then Turk Tillman can't hit 
the broad side of a barn with a 
basketball 
Krom any angle 
'I bet there's not a student, an ad- 
ministrator or anybody else who's seen 
.is many games as I have here in Ihe 
|IHS| :ir> years." he said 
. \ broad and hold proclamation, no 
■kiulit However. Kades is not a man to 
love a t>et. whether broad, bold or 
.illogether ridiculous Kvidence comes 
in the lorm of another story, narrated 
bj Kades himself 
;"l saw these two young boys one 
iirghl downtown al a hotel - where the 
sub ('enter is now." he said "I can't 
iOmemlier exactly when it was. it's 
been so many years But these boys told 
nit' thai I wouldn't get a ticket for the 
game that'night 
VI told them. You don't know MK I'll 
net a ticket ' They wanted to bet But I 
lust told them. 'No. I ain't gonna bet - 
not even a penny, cause I don'l want to 
lake your money ' 
"So I went on down lo the Weaver 
i.MII where the) were play in' that night 
and walked up to the ticket window 
■\nd the fella there told me he couldn't 
veil me a I icket  He said he had four left 
and he was savin'  'em for somebody 
else. 
"And I told him. 'Look here. You 
better let me in I know the athletic 
director' I believe it was Turkey 
Hughes al the time." Kades recalled. 
The story's end was predictable: 
Kades proved that stubborn ticket 
salesmen couldn't keep him out of a 
hallgame and proved the doubting 
youngsters wrong 
Just like thai He has not been denied 
entrance to a Colonel home game since. 
After finishing the story. Kades 
pulled a billfold from his red double- 
knit slacks and removed a card 
Complete with mug shot and other 
identification, it read: "This card is not 
transferable and is onlv good for use by 
WES EADES." 
It carries Combs' signature, if not a 
bit of VIP status It allows Kades into 
any Colonel home game 
All told, he has seen approximately 
400 basketball games and more than 100 
football games The few he has missed 
were due to hospitalization. 
"I'd crawl to a game if I had to." 
Kades said, slapping his knee and 
chuckling 
It would be no surprise to many if he, 
did indeed   Kor Kades appears to live 
and  die  through  the   fortunes of  the 
Colonels   And in the process, he just 
might bleed Colonel maroon 
"I remember a time several years 
ago." Kades said, leaning forward in 
his seal "Somebody saw me in town 
and asked, 'Hey West' Ya goin' to the 
game tonight**' I just looked at him and 
said.   Do I have lo answer that**' 
Not unless Alumni Coliseum 
collapses, or somesuch In Ihe past. 
Kades would attend several away 
games each season, including the 
contest with Western Kentucky in 
Bowling (ireen In lime, he came lo 
respect and admire the late Kd Diddle, 
lorreer coach of Ihe Hilltoppers In 
return. Diddle would offer an assist of 
sorts lo Kades 
"He ■ I lulitl*■' would get me in to Ihe 
games one way or another if I couldn't 
gel a ticket." said Kades 
Like almost   any other  fan.   Kades 
enjoys ihe special rivalry of a Colonel 
llilltoppcr game   But he'd rather see 
the animosity that goes with it take a 
•eat.on the bench - permanently. 
"Today, just before the game. I heard 
some students sitting over there." he 
said, motioning toward ihe student 
section, "yelling. 'Go to hell. Western1' 
I told em lo quit thai We don't have lo 
have that 
"They ain't our enemies' They're our 
Iriends " 
In order Io understand that statement 
and others like it. one has to realize that 
Kades. born and raised a long jumpshot 
from here, seems lo be on friendly 
lerms with every fan. janitor, coach or 
player ever lo step a sneaker into the 
Coliseum 
Bui Combs takes that one bounce 
lurther 
DON McNay 
"Older men declare war bill il is 
MIHIII that must fighl and die." 
Herbert Hoover 
This was not always Ihe case In 
Ihe middle ages when a king would 
declare a war, he would foe the one 
who led his knights into battle 
Since Ihe advent of modern 
technology, young people have 
been the ones lo go off and fight the 
older people's wars 
In his Slate of the I'nion address. 
President Carter asked for 
Congress to reinstate registration 
lor the draft Carter again plans to 
limit Ihe lighting to young people 
as he only asked for people bet- 
ween the ages of 18 and 26 to 
participate. 
In his novel Dark Horse, political 
fiction writer Fletcher Knebel has 
a character that developed a plan 
for a draft that only involved 
people over 50. This concept is not 
as far fetched as it appears on the 
surface. 
With these days of modern 
weapons, a 50-year-old can drive a 
tank or push a hutton as well as 
someone who is only 19. Athletes 
like(>corge Blanda. Lou Brock and 
(iordie Howe have shown that 
middle-aged men can compete 
with the best in Iheir fields 
Why then can't older men go off 
to war'* If Ihey are killed, then at 
least they were ahle to live half a 
century, rather than having their 
lives snuffed out hefore they ever 
had a chance to live it. 
There is one step that would 
prohafoly stop anybody from in- 
stituting such a program   People 
over 50 would be sure to vote out of 
office any politican who would 
propose this lype of program. 
Young people, theoretically, 
have the potential to do the same. 
However, a majority of people 
under 26 don't care enough to vote. 
This makes them the best can- 
didates to fight the wars, as 
politicans would suffer fewer 
repercussions in the voting booth 
from this group 
It is ironic that young people 
could be sent off to die by leaders 
that they didn't care enough to vote 
for 
If enough young people would get 
involved in the political processes, 
maybe the draft age could be 
moved to 50 and the ones who start 
the wars would be the ones fighting 
them However, if the draft age 
was made 50 worldwide. I doubt 
that we would ever have another 
war. 
Neaderthals like Barry Gold- 
water, who advocate an immediate 
return to Ihe draft, would probably 
think twice about it if he knew that 
he was going to drag his 70-year-old 
body out to the front lines. 
If this plan was instituted 
worldwide, it is doubtful that 
Brezhnev would have sent troops 
into Afghanistan, knowing that he 
would be fighting along with them 
Moving the drafting age to 50 
would usher back the age of 
chivalry in warfare, as govern- 
ment officials can lead their troops 
into battle. However, if this plan 
was enacted, you would probably 
see just how dead chivalry is af- 
terall 
"There are very few people in 
Madison County who don'l know Wes," 
he said. 
An ex-farmer, construction worker 
and University maintenance worker. 
Kades' catalog of people places and 
memories is crammed full to capacity. 
Some of his anecdotes might be slightly 
yellowed and dog-eared, but it matters 
not 
They are delivered in rapid suc- 
cession like unanswered points. 
Take the memory of his first 
basketball game, for instance 
"The first game I ever saw was in 
Union City, down at the high school five 
or six miles from here." he said. "The 
school isn't there anymore. But I think 
this was way back in the early 20s. They 
had a dirt court and two cedar posts 
stuck in Ihe ground at each end with 
wooden backboards. And they had 
chalk drawn for the foul circle." 
Nearly 60 years have brought 
changes, naturally But while the game 
itself may have changed drastically. 
Ihe man remains the same, keeping 
careful watch over the action - an- 
chored on Ihe front row 
And anchored firmly to his own 
personal oath 
"I don't care if the folks are stacked 
lo Ihe roof." said Eades "I'll still get 
into the game " 
Colonel superfan Wes Kades   shown during Ihe Colonel's 
game wilh Akron al Alumni Coliseum recently, said he has 
missed only three or four home basketball games in Ihe past 
IS \cars 
Every So Often 
Older soldiers 
Tutoring programs to promote study 
among dormitory residents 
By DEAN HOLT 
City Editor 
Severa I methods of tutoring are being 
considered by the directors of men's 
and women's residence hall programs 
along with residence hall staffs as 
methods of promoting study in dor 
mitories. according to Dan Bertsos. 
director of men's programs at the 
University 
Among Ihe areas being researched is 
Ihe possibility of offering dormitory 
residents tutoring services from 
students who are enrolled in a tutoring 
class The students hi the tutoring class 
would receive credit for teaching a 
subject in a dormitory If plans are 
finalized, the program could begin this 
i,ill Bertsos said 
If student interest is not high enough 
lo merit a study group in -me particular 
dormitory. Ihe possibility exists lhal 
some classes would be laughl al one 
localion for Ihe residents ol two or more 
dormitories 
Another method of tutoring currently 
under consideration involves residence 
hall occupants who would be willing to 
devote lime lo leach other dormitory 
residents, he said Bertsos added lhal 
several hall directors and resident 
assisanls are searching lor Students 
interested in holding those sessions 
Bertsos also said Ihe University's 
radio and television center has ex 
pressed interest in airing a series of sell 
help study programs throughout the 
semester He said there are six films 
available for instructional purposes 
.mil the films would be aired at least 
twice each semester 
Also being discussed are study floor 
proposals which would designate 
certain floors of dormitories as study 
Hours Students wishing to live on those 
floors would understand thai distrac- 
tions on Ihe dormitory floor would he 
kept to a minimum by residents, he 
said Such a proposal would have to 
clear Ihe Council on Student Affairs, Ihe 
University president and the Board of 
Kegcnls before it could lake effect 
The possibility of using dormitory 
rooms presently designated as coffee or 
piano areas as tutoring rooms has also 
been considered, he said Other Study- 
related moves could include more 
strictly enforced quiet hours and a 
system similar to Ihe University's ride 
hoard, on which either a person who 
wanls luloring or a person wants lo 
tutor could leave his name 
These moves would be in conjuclion 
to study group guides, which were first 
distributed at Ihe University last 
semester The guides give information 
about students within each dormitory 
who have Ihe same classes The guides 
will he distributed again this semester 
IHI two dates, ihe first of which was 




What is ymir opinion about the new system of issuing basketball tickets lo 
students for the current sell-out games? I photos by Steve Brown i 
Jim Morrow, junior, electronic data 
processing. Omaha. Nebraska. 
"I think it takes away from 
students who want to support our 
team The students who couldn't get 
a ticket with their I D in time, 
shouldn't have to pay for one All 
they want to do is support the team " 
Andrea     Johnson,    freshman,     pre 
mi'il. Ilarrodshurg. 
"First come first serve basis'' I 
don'l like il If you really want to go 
and you can't hnd Ihe lime lo gel 
over there and gel a ticket, you're 
lost If you're a student and you want 
lo supporl Ihe learn, you should he 
ahle to go " 
The Doctor's Bag 
Rising rates 
Coles Raymond M.D. 
I*a m       Amburgry.     sophomore, 
fashion    merchandising.    Danville. 
"I think it's a good idea. This way 
they can control the' amount of 
people in there But. it does seem 
unfair that the tickets that are left 
have to be paid for by students with 
valid I D "s." 
Have     Brown      sophomore,     un- 
decided. Frankfort. 
"The students should have first 
choice to gel atl of Ihe tickets I don'l 
think it's right lo let only a certain 
number of students in." 
(Editor's note: In Dr. Raymond's 
column last week entitled "Herpes 
II." il incorrectly listed the dosage 
lor lysinc (a treatment for Herpes 
virus) as I IHI mgm. The correct 
dosage is I gm. or 1.000 mgm.| 
Since this is the beginning of a 
new decade, we see lists everywhere 
we look-reviews of the past, and 
piophecics lor ihe future. Il can 
become borhrig, after a while-athle- 
tics, movies, economics, politics-- 
you name it, somewhere this month 
you'll luid a summary and a 
forecast. 
Siuc-medicine, loo. 
Hut this had bet let not be boring 
because ilns medical summary 
makes a point that I douhl you will 
1111st ill the media in this or any other 
year. 
Ihe cost ol medicine has gone up 
laxtei than the inflation raie in the 
pasl 10 years. According lo HfcAA 
Sccrciaiy Pal Harris, this is due lo 
ihe evilncss of those who work in 
medicine. She reproaches us because 
she says the U.S. is not gelling its 
money\ worth. 
Oh yeah? Is thai so! 
Il the cost of medicine had stayed 
even with the inflation rale, iis only 
common sense lhal we would be 
gelling the same medicine as in 
197(1. Apart from Feds like Harris. 
no reasoning person expects some- 
thing lor nothing. 
So. we're talking about the 
difference between the cost of 
medicine and ihe inflation rate. 
V\ hat has ii bought us in ihe last 10 
years? 
I ifc expectancy jumped 2.5 years. 
Dial's twice whai it did in the 
previous two decades. 
Deaths from siroke plummeted 31 
percent in just six years, from 1972 
to 1978. 
Heart disease deaihs fell 18 
percent in just seven years(1970-77), 
which is more than during the 
prcv ious 20 years. 
Infant mortality plunged from 20 
deaths per 1.000 live births in 1970 
to 13.1 in 1977. 
I eukcniia. Hodgkins disease and 
• bone cancel ceased being an carls 
death sentence, especially fot 
youngsters. 
Die invention ol ( -I scanning 
revolutionized diagnosis. Il has been 
hailed as "thegreatest breakthrough 
since ihe invention of x-ravs" and n 
has won the Nobel Prize. 
Rabies vaccination Improved 
dramatically--U has become an 
ambulator) procedure in the same 
ballpark as tetanus .uul llu 
vaccination. 
Ultrasound and amnioccntesis led 
lo the accurate prenatal diagnosis ol 
such genetic disorders as Down's 
Syndrome. 
Microscopic surgery led to routine 
re-implant at ion ol severed limbs. 
including fCCt. hands and arms. 
Nine out ol lo children between 
live and 14 were immunized againsi 
Ihe tuajoi childhood infectious 
diseases. Smallpox was said 10 be 
eliminated from the face of the 
earth. I inic will tell on that one. bin 
immunization against it has been 
stopped. 
"Exposure to environmental cancel 
pollutants declined sharply. 
family practice became a special 
tv,   resulting   in   progress   in   beitci 
distribution oI physician maopowci 
Dial's not all T could go on. bin 
you gel the point. 
Sure, problems remain. Diev 
include most cancers, the degencia 
live nerve diseases like multiple 
sclerosis and the virus diseases 
Twice as main black infants die as 
while, and hall of all children undci 
lour are not immunized. 
Nevertheless, »c are getting a loj 
more lor our health dollar today. 
Die increase in medical costs in the 
lasi 10 years may be appalling, bin 
in view of the spectacular advances 
ol the decade. Harris is wrong to 
deem il outrageous. 
let me finally mention that il 
every doctor in the United Stales 
were lo practice for absolutely 
nothing it would onlv lower (he 
health dollar by 18 cents. I don'l 
think the doctor bill is all that 
outrageous either! 
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Placement Pipeline 
I.     EMPLOYMENT     INTERVIEW 
PKIM'EIH KES 
1 All interviews will be held in Ihe 
I >ivision of Career Developmenl and 
Placemen!     319 Jones Bldg. 
2 Students who wish to schedule 
interviews must signup in person at the 
Division Office :!19 Jones Bldg. 
Monday   Friday from Bam     4:30 p m 
.1 The minimum requirement for 
scheduling an interview is the com- 
pletion of a Placement Data Sheet This 
form is part of the Placement 
Registration Packet which is available 
in the Division Office 319 Jones Bldg A 
complete set of placement credentials 
is recommended to support your em- 
ployment or professional • graduate 
school search 
C \MPl S INTERVIEW*) 
WEST CI.EKMONT I.OCXI. SCHOOLS 
- OHIO 
Tuesday  and Wednesday. Keb. .> and S 
Positions Interviewing all certified 
candidates interested in I9B0 St em 
ployment Elementary. Secondary 
Vocational, and Special Educational 
certifications 
NOTE: Early evening interviews 
available 
SOCIAL SECl RITY \D- 
\ll\ISTK\TIO\ 
Wednesday.  Pen. « 
Positions Claim Representative 
Trainees 
Qualifications Any major with 
liachelors degree interested in Social 
Security Administration employment 
OEPT. OK Mill SIM. & CKHW 
IHCVEI OPMK.NT l-ouisville 
Wednesday .  Keh. fc 
Positions 
Construction        Analysis 
Qualifications    BS     Industrial Tech. 
Industrial   Arts   or   Developmenl   and 
t rban Planning 
Loan Specialist   Qualifications   BBA 
Management Finance. Accounting 
.ind Kconomics 
Financial \nalysts Qualifications 
BRA     Accounting 
Realty Specialist Qualifications 
BBA Management     Real    Estate 
Finance 
F(|ual Employment Opportunity 
Spec Qualifications BS BA Social 
Sciences 
PIKE I'M \TY  SCHOOLS 
Thursday.  Feb. 7 
Positions Math 7 121. Science <7- 
I2>. Speech Therapist K-121. Special 
Kducation    EMR and TMR K 12' 
Qualifications     Certified   in   above 
fields 
\F.KOX COKPOK VTION 
Friday. Feb. H 
Positions    Sales Trainees 
Qualifications     All   majors   with 
Bachelor's or higher degree interested 
in Sales    Marketing Career 
IMII'STKIW. RISK  IVSl'KERS 
Monday . Keh.  II 
Positions    Field Representatives 
Qualifications BS in Industrial 
Technology. Chemistry. Physics. 
Security and Uiss Prevention. Fire 





Mrniiiiiciii.il Health and other Science 
backgrounds 
Kl KKOICIIS     CORPORATION     -- 
XTI.ANTA 
Tuesday. Feb.  12 
Positions: Assoc. • Systems Con- 
sultant 
Qualifications BS BBA - Masters in 
Computer Science and Electronic Data 
Processing 
INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE 
Tuesday. Keb.  12 
Position-.: 
Revenue Agent Qualifications: BBA 
■ Accounting major or minor - 
minimum of 15 hours of Accounting 
Tax Auditor Qualifications All 
majors     prefer BBA in Business 
Most likely to have openings in 
Kentucky area 
Special Agent Qualifications - Ac- 
counting or l-aw Enforcement with 
Accounting minor 
Internal Auditor Qualifications: 
BRA     Accounting 
Revenue Officer Qualifications - All 
majors    Bachelors 
Internal       Security       Inspector 
Qualifications    All majors   Bachelors 
Service      Specialist 
All majors - Bachelors 
Statistician 
BS        BBA Math. 
Kconomics. Statistics 
Computer      Programmer 
Qualifications: BS   Computer Science. 
KDP 
THE    PRIOKNTIM.   INSURANCE 
COMPANY - Lexington 
Tuesday. Keb.  12 
Positions Sales Sales Management 
Trainee 
Qualifications    BRA     BA      BS 
Masters interested in Sales   Marketing 
career   Prefer some Business course 
background 
l  s.  MtMV RRKERVE 
Wednesday.  Keh.  13 
Positions Army Reserve Programs 
lor I ndergraduales and Graduating 
Students   Freshmen    Seniors' 
VOTE: personal interviews can be 
.irranged in the Division of Career 
Ih'vclopment and Placement 319 
Jones Rldg General information booth 
will be available outside grill area 
Powell Rldg Feb 13. from 10 a m - 8 
p m 
URK.IIT - PYTTEHSON   \IR FORCE 
BASE     OHIO 
lliursday.  Keh.  11 
Positions Civilian Careers Available 
in Computer Programming. Program 
Analyst. Personnel and Logistics 
Management 
Qualifications     BA        BS        BBA 
Computer   Science.    EDP.    Business. 
Management and Social Sciences 
KWETTK    COl'NTY    SCHOOLS    - 
I.exinnliMi 
Thursday.  Keh.  II 
Interviewing all certified candidates 
lor I9WI-HI positions 'Elementary and 
Secondary i 








Made by hand in the pan    1 
It'" .:■ -i H '!< In M MI- n«'v* i ruti. It's vrinp on th«- 
• IUIMUV and lip{ht Ml th»* in-.nl.   VHUM> H'M nuked 
in the pan. Sicilian nlyk*. 
A l.i*si\   -.mi i   .tni! iimt l.iuirilr luppiinjs 
iittrml with IWKf Mn//ari II.i 
£• ^ff*WL   '                rhww mnki'«. it t-vm beti#-r. 
ira! KJ»^^^ 
w    f ■• kit fm jrf!Ur<5SI 
r&S»^ 
i $240 0FF ":r-s "" ! 
i $L00WF "^    1 
Offer food on regular menu price*                         ---^■HPLHBW. 
ihru      Fet    15    l<*Hi.     One coupon                              Pfcp^M 
per pan* per visit at par Impelirj;                            *■ |^^^ 
|            fttiM Hut' rnUurinU                                                       ,   1 ■■ ■< 
■    NewSiciliaiiftnfrzi       E.™^ 
SOI ARK II COMPANY - l^xiHgton 
ErMay. Feb. is 
Positions: Quality Control. Industrial 
Engineering Trainees and Supervisory 
Management Trainees 
Qualifications: BS in Industrial 
Technology 
KEDEHAI.      SIMMER       INTERN 
PKIMiRAM 
The Federal Summer Intern 
Program provides opportunities for 
qualified, interested sophomores, 
juniors, seniors and graduate students 
to receive practical experience in some 
area of Federal government activity 
related to their special interest 
Information on nomination 
procedures for internships with the 
following agencies is available in the 
Career Development and Placement 
office. 319 Jones Bldg Deadline for 
submitting credentials for nominations 
is March 3. 1980 
I' S Government Printing Office • 
I Minting Technology 
Mine Safety and Health Ad 
ministration Coal Mining. Business 
Administration 
Center    for     Disease    Control 
(lieinistry 
Office of Personnel Management • 
Political Science. Business 
Management. English 
C S Bureau of Prisons Federal 
Correction Institution Lexington' - 
Case Management. 1-egal and Business 
Interns   Total positions lthree' 
EM' C\MP Pl.M KMK.NT DAY 
When   Thursday   Feb 21 
Where   Keen Johnson Ballroom 
Time   9am       noon and I p m   -5 
p m 
Who Approximately 30 Summer 
Camp Directors from Kentucky, Ohio. 
Indiana. North Carolina. Tennessee 
representing various private and public 
agency campus including special in- 
leresl ■ handicap! organizations 
Purpose Interviewing and em- 
ployment ol EKI' students as Coun- 
selors. Specialists in Sports Crafts and 
related activities 
EMPLOYMENT MINI- WORKSHOPS 
The Division of Career Development 
and Placement ICDCPI will conduct 
three 131 mini workshops during 
February to assist graduates in 
preparing lor their cmtployment 
search All workshops are one t I hour 
sessions and will start at 4 45 p.m in 
Ihe Kennamer Room of the Powell 
Building 
TOPICS: 
How to Organize a Job Campaign 
Tuesday-and Wednesday. Feb 12 and 
13 
How in Prepare for Effective In- 
lerviewing. Tuesday and Wednesday. 
Feb   19 and 20 
How to Prepare Your Resume and 
mher lob Campaign Correspondence 
Tuesday and Wednesday. Feb   26 and 
Co-op program lets students 
gain credit and experience 
lly RANMY PATRICK 
Staff Writer 
Any student interested in working in 
ihe field of his major and 
simultaneously earning credit hours for 
college may do so by enrolling in the 
I'mversity's Cooperative Education 
Program 
lly doing so. the student will work 80 
hours during ihe semester and earn a 
salary, while gaining on the job ex- 
(KTienie 
In addition, his employer will be 
given .in evaluation torm and will he 
asked to examine the student's work If 
he successfully completes the training 
ihe student w ill then rec-ivc a credit for 
I hi' course 
Currently, the t'niversity is offering 
courses   in   the   following   fields     in 
iluslnal technology, home economics, 
arts and sciences. English, agriculture 
and horticulture    fire prevention, law 
iiilorcemenl and corrections, music, 
public health, parks and recreation and 
a new field, equine co-op . under the 
direction of Dr   Rob Sharp 
In each department there is a 
'■Hirdinator who works with Kenneth 
Noah, director of the Cooperative 
Education Program Students in- 
terested in the program should contact 
the appropriaie coordinator or see their 
advisers 
624-2244 
202 S. Third 













DKI-SSI S AND CASUAL 
SI LICII DSIM I S 
CLOTHING 
LEATHER COATS      Vz price    ^l50-*^00 
AND JACKETS WSUMIM 
PENDLETON SWEATERS AND JACKETS Vz   price 
SPORT SHIRTS ,10ff 
Kt NMM.rOS. MADMAN. IMACT Reg  SI6-$:2 
ARROW  BRIC.ADr 
TWEED JACKETS 
0 ETT & 
200 • 214 W. Main 
I0799 




*- i a 
;V. 
- a generous portion ol Country Style 
fish fillets done in our own special recipe 
•creamy cote slaw . crisp trench fries 




US 25 South 
Luncheon Special 
MONuATnUDAY SS.4S   4iaopm 
WANT FISH SANDWICH 
$f99 
aSLMvaJue       ^BV 
Pa«*5/Vol.bS/No. IB 
The Eaiarn Pror« 
Thurvl.y. January 31. 1M0 
Ann Salerno 
owning around commonplace 
for Women's Interdorm president 
! 
A banner day 
Tracy Riddle and Rita Reckman pose behind the Sullivan Hall banner at 
Alumni Coliseum licfnre the Western game Saturday Kiddle is a sophomore 
interior design major from Paris Reckman. a sophomore is a special education 
major Irom Dayton. Ohio   i photo h\ Sieve Hrnwni 
Campus Clips 
Lambda Sigma 
Lambda Sigma, the sophomore honor 
society is preparing to chose candidates 
lor ill, spring initiation 
Freshmen with a 1 3 C.PA in their 
first semester are eligible for mem 
bership in the group 
• let aquainted parties will be held 
Tuesday .l;in 29 from R to III p m and 
Ken .S from 7 to 10 p m in the 
President's lounge of the Keen Johnson 
Kuildmg Wednesday. Feb fi will he the 
last parly Irom H to 10 p m in the 
Kcnnamer Hucim of the Powell 
Kuilding 
The group is for outstanding 
sophomores who are initiated into the 
society as second semester freshmen 
Members .ire concerned with 
leadership, scholarship and lellowship 
Ml eligible freshmen are urged to 
attend the parties and find out more 
about  I ..imtitl.i Sigma 
Phi Beta Lambda 
I'In Kcta Lambda hosted a reception 
as a kickoff lor their spring mem 
bership drive on Wednesday. Jan 23 in 
the Kennamer Room of the Powell 
Kuilding About 65 Persons from the 
College of Kusiness participated in the 
informative program which included a 
slide from the Washington. D C. office 
Among the activities planned for the 
business organisation this semester are 
a visit to the Kentucky General 
Assembly in Frankfort, a tour of IBM 
and KMC Hydraulic Crane Division in 
Lexington, and attending the stale 
conference in Louisville 
They also plan to host FBl.A con- 
lerence. participate in the College of 
Kusiness Event Day. and hold a spring 
lormal at the Lexington Ramada Inn. 
Also scheduled are guest speakers 
Irom the business community for most 
meetings The chapter meets on 
Tuesday Jan 29 and Feb 5 at 4:30 p. m 
in Combs 318 
Kor further information on mem- 
bership contact Donna at 5061 or Jonie 
at 2747 or speak with Dr Allen Webster 
fir Rudy Wuilleumier in the economics 
depart men) 
Comet visible 
A comet may be visible in our sky 
now through Feb. 2. possibly the last 
naked-eye' comet until Halley's 
Comet returns in 1986, the Arnim D 
Hummel Planetarium reports 
The report said the tail length of 
Comet Kradfleld. named after its 
discoverer William Kradfield and its 
brightness, are hard to predict, 
recalling the unexpected brightness of 
Comet West and* the unexpected 
dimness of Comet Kohoulek. 
To locate Kradfield. the planetarium 
advised, face south about » p.m., 
imagine R line from the right star in the 
Kelt of Orion to the bright star Rigel 
and extend this line lo the lower right, 
raising the imaginary line some each 
evening. 
On thai dale Kradfield should be of 
the fourth magnitude, or not much 
brighter than the faintest stars visible 
in a very dark sky and by Feb. 2, it will 
probably have fallen to the sixth 
magnitude, which is the limit the 
human eye can see under ideal ob- 
serving conditions, the planetarium 
said, advising use of binoculars. 
A dark sky. free from clouds and haze 
and away from city lights will yield the 
best viewing opportunity. the 
iil.itiri.u MINI reported, adding that "the 
moon will be in the southeastern sky 
during the period adding light pollution 
like a giant streetlight " ,   ,, 
Faculty members 
write story 
A story. "A Special Saturday.'' co- 
authored by Hal Klythe and Charlie 
Sweet of the University, appears in the 
February issue of Home life magazine 
The story treats the relationship 
between a father and his son. a special 
child 
Klythe and Sweet- who have 
published articles, poems, and short 
stories-are associate professors of 
Knglish on campus, where they teach a 
class of creative writing 
Legal guide 
available 
Dr Gerald Martin, professor of 
business administration, and William 
C Clay.lr . member of a Lexington and 
Ml Sterling law firm, have written a 
legal guide. "How to Win Maximum 
Awards for Lost Earnings," The guide, 
available from Executive Reports 
Corp . a Prentic-Hall Subsidiary. 
Knglewood Cliffs. \ .1 . is designed lo 
aid courtroom attorneys in presenting 
evidence to win awards in civil trials 
Student's 
story selected 
Distinguished editors and authors 
such as Bernard Malamud. John Up- 
dike Gail Godwin and others will judge 
a short story. "The Apple of His Eye." 
which was selected to represent the 
University In the American Short Story 
Contest, sponsored by Xerox Corp and 
The Atlantic Monthly 
The story was written by Julie 
(■rieshnp. a student from Kettering. 
Ohio 
Wingers will receive cash prizes and 
have (heir stories considered for 
publication in the Atlantic at usual 
rales, according lo professors Hal 
Klythe and Charlie Sweet who selected 
(ineshop's story 
Delta Tau Alpha 
Delta Tau Alpha, the Agriculture 
Honor Society is accepting applications 
for new members now The ap- 
plications should be given to the 
department chairman. Dr. Dwight 
Berkley. An induction meeting will be 
held soon 
All present members should see 
Melody Kecketl to work for the Red 
Cross bloodmobile this week. 
The Society will present in March its 
first annual Harm an) Bash This will 
be a program featuring fraternity, 
sorority and independent learns in 
competition games such as a tug of 
war  Prizes will be awarded 
A "pig roast" will be offered after the 
games for a nominal fee 
Organizations wanting to participate 
should contact the society's president. 
Jeff Heine 
By DON MCNAV 
Staff Writer 
If someone comes up lo you and says 
thai the president of Women's In- 
terdorm is a clown, believe it However, 
this is not an opinion of her personality 
but a statement of fact 
In going along with the popular 
assumption that politics is filled with 
such creatures, Mary Ann Salerno once 
look a year off of school lo earn a living 
as a professional clown 
Yet. she is anyl hing hUt a clown in her 
approach In her |iosilion in Women's 
Interdorm The very personable 
Salerno can proudly rattle off a list of 
accomplishments thai will put almost 
any other campus organization to 
shame 
The same determination lo make 
Women's Interdorm a successful 
organization was probably applied lo 
mastering the skills of this very 
unusual profession 
After her freshman year at the 
University. Salerno quit school and 
inline! the Derby City Clown (iuild. 
which is the only group of clowns in her 
hometown of l/iuisville 
Salerno look up juggling lo further 
enhance her ability in her then chosen 
field As she juggled three snfthalls in 
her Interdorm office. Salerno gave an 
inside lip "Pool balls are the best 
things in juggle, as they are small hut 
heavy." she said 
She is working on a trick now thai 
requires juggling five balls at one time 
As I hi- youngest person in her group 
by over III years, it was only natural 
thai her role was one of a little kid 
Donned in her jumper and purple hair. 
Salerno topped off her costume with 
size Hi' hightop basketball shoes that a 
I JIUISVilli- sporting goods store had on 
hand for An is Gilmore when he played 
tor the Kentucky Colonels of the 
A.r.rric.-.:-. Basketball Association 
Salerno will not acknowledge you if 
vou call her Mary Ann while she is in 
her rlown suit Shcrbcrt is the only 
name she answers lo while in uniform 
as orange sherhert is her favorite ice 
i-ream The rest of her costume was 
Mich a barrage of various colors 
Salerno could have been successful 
lining ItCA color television com 
menials 
Instead, Salerno's group appeared on 
i mber til local television and radio 
shows in Dmisville They also did a 
number nf promotions at shopping 
(fillers Salerno with an occasional 
assisi Irom her sister Tncia. rented 
herself nut for birthday parlies to the 
nine ol $35 per hour 
Money making was not the primary 
function id Ihe group In lad." said 
V'lernn "Noone in the group depended 
< i    -lowning tor a  living 
The group did a number of ap 
peal-ami's   lor  charily,   including  the 
Jerry l-owis l-ahnr Day Telethon They 
also appeared in Louisville's Derby 
Day and ihe Si   Patrick Day parades 
In order to diversify the group's 
charity efforts. Salerno and two others 
in Ihe group look special courses in how 
lo |HTlorm lor the deaf This enabled 
the group In do a number of skits and 
Viongs lor deaf children. 
\s an education major. Salerno was 
able to tiring her usual talents into the 
classroom The t niversity of Ixtuisvillc 
offered a course in I 'lowning 101. laught 
li> Salerno s group Salerno said that 
ihe class was well attended and was 
met with a good deal of enthusiasm hy 
Ihe students at  IjMUSVille 
Salerno left ihe life of a clown in order 
to return lo the University The next 
time vou hear about all trie clowns in 
high positions at the University. 
remember that in one case, there are 












With this coupon, get a 3 Piece 
Chicken Dinner, potatoes and 
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This coupon will get you a 
REAL barqain on fixin's foi 
4-it s our FAMILY VALUE 
PAK--9 pieces of chicken, d 
pint ol potatoes, a hall pint ot 
gravy, a pint of the salad ol 
your choice, i 6 rolls all for 
$5.99. plus tax 
One    coupon    per    customer 
please.  Offer  expires 2/15/80 
Valid at stores listed in this ad. 
only. 











FOR OUR BIG 15 
PIECE BCICKET! 
With this coupon, you can get a 
bucket of Ihe Colonel's Original 
Recipe      or      Extra      Crispy 
Chicken   15 delicious pieces for 
only   $699.   plus 
tax.  Save over a 
(dollar   and   enjoy 
the best. 
One coupon per 
customer, please. 
Oiler expires 
2I5'80 Valid at 
stores listed in 
this ad. only. 
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Instant teller proves 
profitable investment 
lit    l!C 111   I Mil   I 
I -.lll.M 
\H 
Tin- instant leller machine installs 
rg -inu-lcTiid Iha- I  niversitx rampus 
li«^4al<' U.mk and Trust has apparently 
i'§*-\.-n in IN- worth its *a-ight in gaild 
A. i ording -n llavo  IWinaldson   Slate 
I'lmlt .■ ml Trust assistant cashier  the 
■ .»O.|IM- teller tanks within the tup in 
mfi i tit n| .in> autiim.it tc teller 
■•UMhinc m the count r> in usage per 
inutHh 
V\. leel it is .i MK-Cess said 
I Nm.ililv.in iddint th.it if 'he present 
Usage ■ ontinui-*  'he machine will more 
■ hat   |Ki> lor itM'lt 
llnw.MT IM .id'letl I ha I state Hank 
"Ml 11 w ■ .-.• i\.iluaiinte the total 
-U4-i I«M> ill 'In project o\er a lour year 
irotiram protection 
ll i« hnpcdlhal after lour sears, State 
I Hli» and Ii ust will have lielw/-en 4 00(1 
ud "i 'Hit -tudcnl accounts said 
: Qnaldsoi 
Tin nsl.illa'tori "I the campus teller 
.■g  s, pi.m>   r did affect the business 
..fstati  |'..mk and Trust  according In 
I nm.ildson 
• U.   i tided up  A it h about   I  Km new 
-'Udc'it   ;ica;ounts      *tafcd   lionaldson 
Yl >■   >pnni!   sem<"Ster   ha-   thus   lar 
' nwiiiit an additional 2Wln ««i -tudent 
count*        -;i>d       lionaldsnn        He 
'^Ot'iated  'hi-  numtier  ol   student   ac 
■ •out* Stan     Hank    and    Tru-r 
presently  imal abou'  I.HOO 
r..i *hi- most part tnmma-nts ahiu' 
*.. r;jni|ius teller have lii-en good 
nt'ordine i" linn.ildstm 
M> stated that 'he machine has not 
I Token 'town lrii|uentl\ ever 'hough 
-HUH   students iti fc»ht hclie\e it has 
l'..isuall>     i -  had  *h  percent   or 
<iter upturn      he said adding that'he 
•iit.il reliability   average lor all three 
stale I .ink ai .• 7 Mivi  autnmalll  tellers 
-   ,l..u-  "C J |H-rra-nl 
The i*h«-r two inxant tellers are 
located on the Kastem Hs pass and Big 
Hill   \\enuc 
Ikataldson gua-ssed that there was a 
total ol atmut IH service calls made to 
the   campus    leller    during    the    (all 
-J'ttiestlT 
Ha- said 'ha' Uiwi-en £• percent and 
>i |iercenl ail lh«- calls were tteeause the 
< .i-ti Inn was  lammed due in heav) 
IBMgC 
i Hi .iiher iM-casnms the machine 
ill her t an out "I niiim*> or -imply broke 
ihiwn   lie stated 
liuiinii the very tir-l tnonlh ol 
II|MT.I'inn I lotiald^on . omtnonla-d lhal 
'he leller tan out ol inoni'v four or file 
limes t 
We    iluin t    know     -tuiient-    would 
accept   il   like I he)   dial      he nliserwd 
It was stn-sscd I)) Donaldson that 
-indent- would have t<» realize lhal 
problems Mould occasionally arise with 
the ni.ia hine 
1'ln*) re    go.ng    in    hate    -ome 
ITOI'I'III-   especially   with that   much 
I'.'i1*      in- staged 
IH-spite   «4ime   problems,    with   the 
■ ampiis machine l»onaldson observed 
Ih«il 'I wa- 'ti tact the IU pass 
machine that tiroke down the most 
Intiuent I) 
I low e\ IT lie nnled that the IU pass 
nslanl teller i- the husiesl "I all the 
machines  tanking   lirsi   in  usage  |icr 
■ until 
fin . an. |.u- teller ts 'a close second' 
n U-.IL'.- ... i orditig 'n I itinaldsnn while 
■he ' ig Mill \\enue Teller runs last in 
..iiii.il liusmess 
I' i• I ■ u I I'll v eniia- instant teller has 
uillx Ian 'ii n|ieratioi 'or ahout Wi 
■lavs   added I umaldxm 
I »t.t,.iM-ni:    i xplameal    'hat     if    the 
• mi"i-   I'.achine  ■ ould   maintain   it- 
; M-vi-ni mainlhl) usageo\er a l- ttmnth 
.^•iioit    •  .• ..did i*' the I'lisia-si msiani 
.ll.i  l.\ lai 
Km. hecause of "dead months" such 
as -utumi-r school. (Tinstmas break 
and otha-r |ierinds where sludenls leave 
. ampWB. IK- said that the prospeai for 
this would he unlikely 
saiisfaalion has lieen the general 
lespnnse In ihe campus machine by 
Imth Mudents and Ihe I niversity. ac- 
. i.tding lo I kmaldson 
lie staled that students like the easy 
.mil aonvienenl   accessihility   lo their 
■ ..ne\ while ihe 1 niversity is pleased 
thai the leller has k>*«>red its <-heck- 
■ aching lint's 
I lonaldsain admitted though, that two 
m   three   siuifc-nls   have   closed  their 
..■ounis at state Hank and Trust citing 
'lie inMant  leller as the reason 
It.  said lhai the students blamed the 
 tutu-   Inr   making   a    mechanical 
mistake which resulted ir their ac- 
counis being overdrawn 
However h»- lheori7ed that in all 
likelihoaid Ihe students probably failed 
•" iiiain their vellnw receipts from Ihe 
machine and make Ihe necessary 
• liilua'lions in their checkbooks 
\i i ording in I it.nalils.iii the par 
' .< ul.ir hrand ol automatic teller that is 
usi'd Ii) "slate Hank and Trust has been 
'ti o|M'raiinn for 12 years and has 
seldom lwa*n found In he in error 
lie said lhal it was virtually im- 
|.issili|r loi ihe machine In make a cash 
■ mir and give out ton much money, 
since the money is run through three 
•.si .M lex that check the amount  for 
HI iir.'n \ 
If 'on much monev is taken from ihe 
 k  l.v   the leller   :he machine will 
■ lei.il this and return iha- monev   The 
leliini- will ihen provide IheruMnmcr 
•itli an explanation as to what has 
i .tpi-'ned   said Cinaldson 
Ii   pioviding the «er\'ie*li tti stuaJa-nls 
.nil ilia- I niviTsily it was designa-d lor 
I ii.nalds.iti   -aid  ol  Ihe  campus  teller 
Ii - ilmni:  what  we expect  it  in do 
> 
A big deal 
hii'pmg busy while waiting to get into the Coliseum for last     Heroic Sullivan   Kim Mutton and Wayne Bartley   iphoto by 
Saturday's    basketball    game    with    Western    Kentucky    sieve Krowni 
rmversily are  standing. Mike Kinke. seated I left to right'. 
Developer of tranquilizers 
hasn't gotten relief 
Campus dials direct with STAN 
Hi III- VS. HOI T 
4 iiv MHar 
s'uda-n'    Tela'pha.na*     \rcount    \um 
i»i> • often  referred   ".  as    'STAN 
HUIIIIMTS    are   a   service   offered 
i i iversitv  ttudents   l-iv  Saiuih 'antra 
hV'll Telephone O.mpanv which enables 
-ludents   l«   dial   long   distance   calls 
fire«'i fern campus lelephones 
\pprnximatel>      i 200     s|Uda-nis 
ui rent Is have these numbers, ac- 
i ording in \nn Kindred supervisor of 
■*t t.usina"ss office nf Kichmond Soulh 
1 eptral Hell    MthouKh an aiperator is 
nvolved Atuti a phone call is made 
usinfl .. *-T\\ ■ ard   such rails may he 
■ a lad direct thus avoiding Ihe higher 
■ ales incurred wha-n dialing with 
.*|M*ratOf assistance    -he added 
ima prohlem wru-h exists with the 
■iuda-ni numtiers is that telephtine calls 
.i(i simn'timi-s listed on siud«*nt bills lor 
• i ah ihi' -tudenl cannot account 
r ndr.-d -aid iha' sha- feels most of the 
.as.- in Ahich calls are lulled to ihe 
i' rung number are a ra-suli of the caller 
.iv r.g   'ha-  wrong  sj,\\   number   ac 
CAMPUS CINEMAS 1-2 
i identallv 
When   a   student   is   lulled   Inr  calls 
wtyiti were mil   in fact   made h)   th<' 
-luileni    Kindred said 'hat  the com 
plaint is referred in tha- investigation 
'uta-au .il   the telephone  company   in 
li.uisvilla-    and   il   the  case   involved 
aud   ihe serurrty djepartment nl the 
mpanv   then   fak<~-   over   the   com 
plaint    Legal  actions  may   arise  from 
l.e use "I annihi r person's number she 
vi id 
\ nki Vail a siiphomaire child and 
lanulv studies major said thai she has 
ln-cn receiving regular lulls since last 
-in   II .1   Inr calls she has not   placed 
Inning the summer months nl IM79 
-he received incorrect lulls amounting 
in approximate!) v. Vail was ,-.i home 
■Hiring ihe summer and STAN calls can 
■tnl) tie placed from campus 
I'tiring the tall semester Vail 
• t-t eived fulls totaling KM inr calls -hi 
-aid -ha- did not make She took her 
. omplatnls t«. the Hichinond olfice and 
'A as tola! 'hat Ihe calls  were  under  in 
vi-stigalinn Meanwhile, she was not 
lorci-d In pa) the hills for the protested 
.alls 
Vail said sha- wanted to cancel her 
s'l'W number as a result ail iha-se 
problems liui company officials urged 
lier In retain her number  Vail added 
I tval she has heenusing a STAN number 
-ina-a- tier freshman year and has been 
. arelul not lo divulge her account 
IIUIIIIMT lo anyone 
Stuata-nts who do however, allow their 
account number to he used by others. 
lire legally ra-sponsibli- for the phone 
• alls made am that number Kindred 
said Wha-n a STAN a-ard is given to a 
-indent company officials stress the 
importance of not allowing others to use 
'he number   she continued 
The STAN card is valid until after 
graduation and students need not 
it-apply lor the numbers each year 
\pplications for the cards are 
available at the Kichmond business 
office of South Central Hell at 201 South 
Third si and Ihe application must be 
signed liy the student and his parents 
Kv \ \NKSSV, KV/IKR 
Staff Writer 
With the stale of the world as il is and 
'he rapidny with which the rat race 
runs. iratM|uili?ers are ofien sought as a 
means of relieving tension 
The shelves a if si.ires are slocked with 
•uch ci.-di. anon and doctors prescribe 
'ranquili/crs wnh seemingly little 
1 nought 
Tranquilizers, as anyhmg else, had 
to have a beginning-and 'he beginning 
was called Miliown Developed in IH.'iL' 
and put on ihe market in 1VJ57 One of its 
developer* teaches classes on this 
iampus Dr Memo Luis professor of 
chemistry 
Regardless nl 'he benefits 
irantiuilizcr-s have. 1-uis feels ihe) have 
il.me more harm than good 
'People like 10 )>■ in a do-onthing 
siaierather 'han make decisions.' said 
laj's 
He added thai people like in withdraw 
themselves from 'he decisitm-making 
process and allow the slate and federal 
governments lo make decisions Inr 
1 hem t 
He is an outspoken man on many 
subjects but his biggest lopic is ihe lack 
>i scientific knowledge of the general 
public 
"People are not educated in 
chemicals Peaiple dam'i have 'he basic 
knowledge tif chemicals nor do ihey 
want to study them l>ecause 'hey 
'chemicals > are nmecimsuming In ihe 
general public, ihere is almost no 
knowledge. ' l.uis added 
I.UIS feels  'hai   with 'he  increasing 
THEROSE  >^ 
ALAN BATES SL% 
c 7 00-9 " ~~w.9i/!\ Li 
HELD OVER ANOTHER BIG WEEK 
Ntture accepted them 
...but the government wou/dn t" 
Mountain 
Family Robinson 
I   »f   t. y -.- '. ',,      1-    ■   r '. '■   -   v •. 
Midnight Shows Friday at Saturday 
Woodstock 
What Do fou S*y to a Naked Lady ? 
MANAGEMENT 
TRAINEE 
A life insurance company is 
looking for a young person lo 
learn the life insurance business. 
Two years of successful selling 
al ihe local level is required, afler 
whkh Ihe candidate chosen will 
he placed in a home office 
situation lo learn life insurance 
management. 
Send  a  resume   and/or  Iran- 
script   to  William   K    Met any 
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Ocean Front Hotel 
Rooms in Uuderdale 
This Spring Break? 
SltitRt S«irtrip! offers hSew 
aeeomnio4afioni right no*! 
' $114  1 fmn 1 week 
• CorrvenierTTTy located 
on The Strip 
F.r RmrwiHotu lnf*rmati*M 
Call Toll Frit 1 100 Ml 9540 
Arrtf mtk t| ttoint Uttrift, he 
amounls of newly-developed chemicals 
coming on the market, a knowledge of 
chemicals is important II is a world- 
wide problem, he contends 
But other countries introduce 
-cicniific studies earlier than the 
I 'mted Slatesy he. pointed out 
Changes Mr are nea?ded come 
i-l.mly. particularly cheimcal changes 
\"Uti(>siers should be taught the 
1 hemical formulas the same lime thev 
.TI  laughi the alphabet." He said 
l.iii» repeaii?d his sentiments on ihe 
lack "I chemical knowledge concerning 
\1ncr1cas lear of nuclear medicine 
The general public is frightened 
Ik-cause thc\ dai not know." he asser- 
tcl 
He speaks ol nuclear medicine 
l*t-ause it is a 
working on a way to aletect cancer in 
:be lungs before a tumor aievelops 
His   work   ai   Oak   Ridge   involved 
.fkn u   a   nuclear compound   with   a 
sbori radioactive half-life lo study the 
lungs 
Nuclear diagnosis is being conducted 
m the spleen and Ihe brain but. l-uts 
said, ihe lungs are important because 
of the aforementioned causes of con 
earn 
Hare at home. UltS is studying 
niiraies - used as preservatives - 
found in foaids He is against ihe use of 
such chemicals 
"We dam'i need a 60-day shelf life 
hecause we have refrigeration." he 
said 
The food praiducers are the only noes 
opic with which baas,, .concerned with the shelf life of foaids. he 
'sat*. ctnsely related 
I ins received a fellowship from tlYe "TBis concluded that ihe country ought 
Medicine and Health Division at Oak o become more knowledgeable about 
Itidga-   Twin   Associate  Universities. chemicals     because     some     are 
lli'speni   A ■. in.,mhs ihere ihis summer .iV-lnmental lo the envininmenl 
English language 
Workshop scheduled 
A uorkshop for volunteers and 
teachers working with people for whom 
Knglish is a second language will be 
held Keb 2 by the Department of 
I .earning Skills and the Jesse Stuart 
Council of the International Reading 
Association 
Martha Conaway. instructor of in- 
lernnltonal   students   for   the   Depart 
in. ni will conduct iha workshop in 
Hoom OH. Perkins Ituilding Ann S 
Mgicr. department chairman, said the 
workshop is in response lo requests lor 
assistance in leactiind communication 
-kills in baial people, immigrants and 
(ori'ign students Deadline for 
registration is .Ian to Send reser 
\ at ions lo Ann Algier. or phone Wiitaw 
He was a poor black sharecropper's son 
who never dreamed At he was adopted 
J»mt*ii Mrn«i «■«•" 
a»il»«mic««"«kiaii anwiaoavot ■tntNon/w 
STEVE MARTIN 
a ajtos ro MOM ro aaos (roar. 
STARTS FRIDAY 
SHOW TIMES 
7:00 b 9:00 
Tcuuic C'umm 
WFST    MAIN   MRP E 1 DIAL   623 8884 
w LOT wm m 
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The hectic ups and of a victory over Western 
downs 
...and comes down with the 'help' of Western's 
Tony Wilson(33) 
...Western's Bill Bryant (11) and Dave 
Bootcheck (35) go up for a rebound 
Guard Tommy Baker (21) goes up for a stuff. 
n 
Bruce Jones (11) goes down to his knees 
to recover the ball 
...and Coach Keady wants more time to win the game 
ll «a- the annual 
emotional 
rolli-i roaster ride railed 
Iho Kastern-Western game. 
Staged before M reaming 
fans and a regional T\ 
audience, it featured It) 
minutes of thrills...of 
peaks and \alle\8. 
When the ride ended. 
The Colonels prevailed- 
84-82. 
SUB CENTER 
SERVING OUrRAGEOUS SANDWICHES 
W. THIRD 
AND 
MAIN ST. FREE DELIVERY 624-2435 
[AT IN 
TAKF  OUT 
[REfc  DELIVERY 
REGULAR 
SANDWICHES 
Se»v.jci -m While.  Hye 
or Whote Wheat Bread. 
LettUC*!,   Tomato.   M-m> 
MuttJrd   or   Ontoil on 
Mequeft.   10tf ■■■ t'.i 
ROAST   BFFT. J.29 
(IIRKI v J.29 
HAM... .' 29 
HAM & CHEESE J.39 
SALAMI (Genoa) ■ 29 
SAI AMi 8. CHEESE .1.39 
L IVERWORSt 1.19 
TUNA SALAD I 29 
CHEESE 1-19 
SIDE ORDERS 
COKE. Sl'Hirt. TAH,........... 
LEMONADE C1H  ICf   TEA • 
COI tlF.••••••••••••••• 
ASSORTEL> CHIP*........ 
HOT PEPI't «S »....»»«>.< 
KOSISLL PICKLE   SLICK... 
CHIL I. ...a.. ...a........ 
loS^lO '■"lnU, « » 
SUBMARINE SANDWICHES 
includes i eituce, Tomato. Onion, c hee»e 
Saansnninq and ou-  own  Top Setret UraMma. 
MIXED. 1.55 2.25 
HAM 1.55a... .2.25 
SALAMI 1 55 2.25 
ROAST BF F I-. .1.55 2.25 
TURKEY. 1.55 2.25 
LIVERWORST. ..1.55 2.25 
TUNA 1.55. 2.25 
CHEESE 1.55 .2.25 
WEIGHT WATCHERS SPECIAL 
"DIET THING" A CHEF'S 
Portiom of  Howt Bct-«. Ham, 
Turkey. Salami and SWIM Cneete 
on a i>ed of  Lettuce and Tomato 
Slices and your choice o* 
dressing  .   12.03 
FRIED CHICKEN 
The taste that made 
the South love chicken 








MON-SAT    10a.m. to 12 MIDNITE 














Location Eastern By-Pass 
Includes: 3 Pieces Honey-Dipped Fried 
Chicken, Mash Potatoes And Gravy 
Cole Slaw And One Hot Butter-Tastin Biscuit 
Copyright  1977 
Famous Rocipa 
LMMMm mmWM mmm ML mm j*Jt • • - • 
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knowledge of food 
B> I  lt\\ ( IIVWII  HI) 
Slalf Writer 
Test  \mir  nutrition  knowledge 
Severe   menial   work   greatly   in- 
creascs ihe caloric needs of the body 
Vitamin K lunctions in preventing 
heart disease, unset of 'did age." and 
increases sexual potency   in  humans 
Health foods are richer in nutritive 
value than regular store houghl fond 
Honey is better tor you than table 
sugar because ii is a natural sugar 
Celalin is one of the liest sources of 
protein which promotes growth of nails 
It vou believe 'hat any  of these are 
•rue   the Kood and  Nutrition Club is 
interested  in selling  you  some swam 
pland in Florida' 
In addition to improving their 
member's knowledge of good food and 
nutrition, ihe club is interested in 
promoting careers in nutrition and 
related fields They want to see their 
department grow 
Tins year's activities have included a 
membership drive, a specially dinner 
lor members, a cookoul lor members 
Placement 
and advisers, a Christmas point ttia 
sale and participation in CIA Day here 
on campus 
Km urc events will include a speaker 
on food service administrations, 
promotion of National Nutrition Month 
in March, a group get-together, at- 
tending the Rluegrass Dietetics 
Association meetings, awarding the 
K.HKI and Nutrition Club scholarship. 
.uid working with community agencies 
such as nursing homes 
Tn qualify for membership, one must 
have taken or presently be taking a 
nutrition class Students in the two-year 
dietetic technician program, the four- 
year dietetics program or the food 
service administration program are 
especially encouraged to attend 
Meetings are usually held on the 
fourth" Tuesday of each month For 
lurlher information, contact the 
sponsors Janice Rurdelte. R.D.. or 
Sara Sullon    K I) 
Attend ihe meetings and get involved 
Swampland in Florida is rapidly 
depreciating ihese davs 
conducts workshops 
The Office ol Career Development 
and Placement, in Jones (19. will be 
conducting how to" workshops in a 
tew weeks which will help the 
prospective job seeker sharpen up his 
or her |oh seeking techniques 
Three separate areas of job cam 
paigning will he explored in the series 
with each area having two different 
sessions Each session will last one 
hour and will he repeated the following 
rla> lor those who couldn t make the 
firsl session 
The lirst area nl )oh compaigning to 
tie highlighted will In- HOW to Organize 
a Job Campaign, which will take place 
on Tuesday and Wednesday. Feb 12 
and 13 at A 45 pm intheKennamcr and 
Jaggers Rooms  respectively 
The second area explores the very 
important aspect of meeting a potential 
employer face to face and is entitled 
How to Prepare tor Effective In 
terviewing " The sessions get un- 
derway „n Tuesday and Wednesdav. 
Kef) I* and 20 at 4 45 p m both in the 
Kennamer Koom 
The last area of job campaigning to 
he highlighted 'examines the written 
aspect of job seeking and will he. "How 
In Prepare Your Resume and Other Job 
Campaign Correspondence " The 
sessions will meet on Tuesday and 
Wednesday, Feb 26and 27 also at 4 45 
both days in the Kennamer Room 
The workshops, which will feature 
the staff of Career Development and 
Placement Kurt      Zimmerman, 
director Art Harvey, assistant 
director and Laura ' Melius ad 
ministrative assistant, are open to all 
students, whether the student is a 
senior making career plans or an un- 
derclassman preparing to search for a 
summer ioh 
W hen asked abouHhe workshops and 
their purpose. Harvey commented. 
"We feel the workshops can be a great 
help to the students progress in job 
searching 
He went on to add that the people at 
t'D&P are there to help and encourage 
Ihe students to be assertive and en- 
thusiastic in their job campaigns 
Resides the workshops, CMP offers 
many other benefits to the student 
Campus interviews, job vacancy an- 
nouncements, job referrals handouts, 
a career information resource center 
and career counseling and planning are 
all services available to you the student 
free 
The office of Career Development 
and Placement is located in Jones 319 
and they're open Monday through 
Friday. Ham 4 :«> p m Stop by and 
get a head start on your career plans, it 
could he the best thing you'll ever do 
- \Vve 
THERE HAS NEVER BE EH A 
MORE CONVENIENT BAM KM 




IE YOU WANT 24 HOUR BANKING 
SERVICE FOR YOURSELF 
GET IT 
State Bank 
AND TRUST COMPANY 
MEMBER FUC 
The Meditation Chapel has been offering a place of contemplation for students 
since its completion in l»72 The building was funded by alumni and friends of 
the University 
Case Hall offers 
sign language course 
So far the mini course has been verv 
popular Meeting Monday nights from 7 
ton in the piano room at ' ase. Ihe class 
has been drawing a weekly crowd of 
iiver _'ti girls M.iny of those who par 
impale are special education and 
public relations majors although the 
course is open to anyone who would like 
III learn some sign language 
According to Ramp, the group 
learned Ion words at (he first meeting, 
and plans to learn as many signs as 
possible in the remaining weeks 
By s\lt Ml FRKTTY 
staff Writer 
For anyone interested in learning the 
basics of sign language. Case Hall is 
offering a six week mini course taught 
b> Jan Ramp 
Ramp a sophomore nursing major 
Irom Wilmington Del . is,in HA in Case 
Hall who has a special interest in sign 
language 
Prior to coming In this Iniversity. 
Ramp taught a special education class 
at her church and took a sign language 
course while enrolled at Word of Life 
Bible l 'Allege in New York Slate 
UlSI spring. Ramp chanced to meet 
l.inda Hui ion an employee in the 
Powell Cafeteria Rurton. who is deaf, 
was able to teach Ramp many sign 
language words and in turn Ramp 
interpreted for Rurton at campus In 
lervarsity meeting-. 
Ramp learned enough sign language 
in -uggest that Case Hall offer the mini 
course as one of its activities this 
spring 
Ramp who plans to interweave 
nursing and working with deaf and 
handicapped children after she 
graduates, says using sign language 
makes vou feel like you are han- 
dicapped " 
She -aid she feels that being able to 
-ign is not only beneficial to better 
understanding the problems of the deaf, 
hill  is enjoyable as well 
I   really   love In sign    It's   a   lot  of 
lun." she said 





Join The Richmond 
BIO-BUNCH At 
Bio Resources, you can earn 
up to s70 per month as a 
regular Plasma Donor.  Help 
others while making money 
to do your thing. 
CALL US FOR INFORMATION 
Mon., Wed., & Fri.   8:00 - 3:30 
Tues. & Thurs.     9:30-5:00 
Bio For Info & Appt. Call 623-0641 
292 S. Second St. 
Religious groups 
re-solidify 
By MAl.KKNA DOUGLAS 
Stan* Writer 
"Having various religious 
organizations on campus is good 
because it gives the students an op- 
portunity to seek answers about their 
faith and it provides a hearing voice for 
the students." said Skip Daugherty. 
director of student activities and 
organizations 
Recently there has been an in- 
creasing popularity among students 
about the importance of having a 
religion 
"Religious   groups    have    been   on 
campus for as long as I can remem 
ber."   Daugherty   remarked,   adding 
"They've  re solidified  themselves on 
campus within the last five years." 
Daugherty claimed one reason that 
campus religious organizations are 
important is because the students 
associate mostly with their peers 
"You have Ihe same age people They 
have the same problems and can relate 
•o each other more easily." he 
reiterated 
There are numerous organizations on 
campus which offer the University 
students a chance to fellowship and 
establish or reaffirm a faith, most of 
which are interdenominational 
While this article does not include 
every religious group offered to the 
campus community, it does take a look 
at a few of them 
Baha'i Club 
The hah.i i Club is one of the newest 
religious organizations on campus, 
having been accepted at Ihe University 
only about one and one-half years ago 
According to President Jean Hunter 
it's the first non-Christian religious 
group on campus Their purpose is to 
foster the beliefs of Haha'i. which is the 
unity of mankind 
Latter-day Saints 
The Latter day Saint Student 
Association is a national youth 
organization concerned with providing 
students on campus with wholesome, 
uplifting entertainment and an op 
portumty for group interaction 
According to the current President. 
Dwighl Stevens, the group holds in 
stitule classes every Thursday night in 
which a farulty member, who's also a 
member of the church, leads a 
discussion on the life of Jesus 
Membership is not limited, but is 
oriented toward members of the 
Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-dav 
Saints 
Intervarsity 
The Inter Varsity Christian 
Kellowship is an interdenominational 
group which meets every Thursday 
According to member Harold Grise. the 
purpose ol ICF is "to live as Jesus 
Christ lived and to spread his love to the 
people on campus " 
The group, consisting of I0O-200 
members, sponsors a Bible study every 
week and hosts speakers for their 
larger meetings They recruit mem 
hers by displaying posters around 
campus and inviting people to their 
meetings 
Newman Center 
The Newman Center is the campus' 
place of worship for Catholic students 
It provides a variety of social and 
spiritual activities such as intramurals. 
dances and programs more closely- 
related to the faith such as basic 
beliefs and practices sessions and pre- 
cana conferences. 




The Westminster Kellowship is a 
Presbyterian organization "But it's 
not • necessarily limited to 
Presbyterians," according to Myron 
llansen 
The purpose of the organization is to 
bring students within the campus 
community to learn to be students of 
God. and to offer fellowship and a 
chance to get together 
The group meets every Monday at 
■I :tn p m for dinner and devotions 
Annual activities are planned to en- 
courage student involvement 
Episcopal Student 
The Kpiscopal Student Group is an 
interdenominational group which 
meets every Sunday at 6 p m at the 
Kpiscopal Christ Church downtown 
The group was started last fall by the 
Kpiscopal Christ Church in Kichmond 
in an effort to do something for the 
Kpiscopal students on campus 
According to Martha Caraway, the 
meetings are very informal, their main 
purpose being to provide a lime lor the 
students to get together 
Baptist Student 
Union 
The Baptist Student Union is an in- 
terdenominational group sponsored by 
the Richmond Baptist Churches 
With an affiliation of approximately 
200. Ihe group encourages fellowship 
and spiritual growth They host a Bible 
study every Monday night and a lunch 
encounter every Wednesday afternoon 
Christian Athletes 
The Kellowship of Christian Athletes 
is an interdenominational group open to 
everybod) on campus, whether they 
are an athlete or not 
According to President Ginny Har- 
\ ille Ihe purpose of KCA is "to confront 
athletes and coaches and through them 
the xoulh ol Ihe nation with Ihe 
challenge and adventure of accepting 
Jesus Christ as Savior and Ixird 
participating in His church, and ser 
ving Him through our vocations 
^^ mmm^^mm ^m 
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B> DONNA HUNCH 
Organizations Kditor 
Today, Jan. 31 
Susan Anton stars in 'Golden GM", 
the story of a female runner, tonight at 
7 and 9 p m in the Kerrell Room of the 
Combs Building 
r'rirla\, Keb. I 
Aprile Dorris Hunt will present her 
senior honors xocal recital in Gifford 
Theatre tonight at 7 30 p.m. 
Saturday, Feb. 2 
In women's gymnailicii. it's EXU vs. 
Miami lOhio) at II a.m. in Weaver 
gym Joe Hrooks wrote, produced and 
acted in "II Rver I See You Again." the 
I diversity Film Series presentation 
that w ill show in theFerrell Room of the 
Combs Building tonight at 7 and 9 p.m 
You can listen to the Colonels and 
Western rematch at 8:30 on WHOJ-FM 
Sunday, Feb. 3 
Women's Interdorm and the 
residence Hall Staff are the sponsors of 
Mnmcns \wareness Week which begins 
today Special events will be held 
throughout the week 
Monday, Feb. 4 
Huin.im Mall will be showing the 
movie "I Am Woman" in the recreation 
room continuously from 7:30 to 10:30 
p m The Mack Student I'nion has a 
display set up in honor of Martin Luther. 
King in the Powell Building today 
through Wednesday If you didn't see 
John Travota and Olivia Newton-John 
in "Grease" or you would like to see it 
again, it will he showing in the Ferrell 
KiMim of the Combs Building at 7 and 9 
p in 
Tuesday. Feb. .'> 
Student Association vacancy elec- 
tions w ill be held from 10 am to 6 p.m 
in the Powell Building The Women's 
Awareness Week Resource Fair will be 
in the Keen Johnson Ballroom from 9 
a m to -4 |> in It will include booths, 
displays and talent presentations The 
2nd annual Martin l.mhrr King. Jr. 
memorial service will be held at R p.m 
in the Meditation Chapel 
Wednesday, Feb. 6 
The Talent Showcase in the grill will 
feature a variety of Women's talent in 
celebration of Women's Awareness 
Week The free program lasts from B to 






On Anything Of Value 
•Buy 'Sell 
•Pawn 
South 3rd   Bus Station 
Interdorm 
looks at price increases 
HvDKAMKII T 
City Kclilnr 
A budget committee, established by 
members of Men's Interdorm last 
semester to look into recent price in- 
creases by University Food Service and 
the Bookstore, is scheduled to give its 
report next month, members of In- 
terdorm were told Tuesday during the 
organization's regular bi-weekly 
meeting 
Interdorm President Wayne Bartley 
said committee chairman Paul Barr. 
along with Women's Interdorm 
members, are investigating the in- 
creases and plan to use their report to 
help justify any new budget increases 
the two interdorm groups need to make 
due to increased University prices 
Another group, the joint linen com- 
mitties of men's and women's in- 
terdorms is currently drafting 
proposals for a change in the linen 
distribution system for residence halls. 
Bartley said. 
Bartley continued that two 
possihilites now exist for dealing with 
the problems of linen exchange, with 
the linen cither being loaned out once 
each semester and the borrower 
responsible for the set of linen all 
semester, or for linen to be sold to 
residents The current linen system is 
the object of theft and the service is now 
widely used, he said 
Bartley continued that the University 
administration has given a "pretty 
positive" response towards helping the 
interdorms research the problems 
During the meeting, members were 
told by Bartley that a Valentine dance 
is being scheduled for Feb. 13 in the 
Keen Johnson Ballroom. Other details 
will be worked out later, he said This is 
the second year in which Men's In- 
terdorm has sponsored the dance, he 
added 
Members were also reminded that 
residence assistant placement ap- 
plications are available today only in 
the Keen Johnson Building from 10 am 
to 4 p m The forms must be completed 
and returned at the time of application 
During the meeting it was announced 
that a new edition of The Rrstroom 
Register is now being distributed 
containing personal advertisements 
The ads are free and may be sent to 
either box 623 Coates or by calling 1163 
between 9 am and 4 30 p.m . Bartley 
said. 
Bartley briefed the members on 
actions by the open house committee of 
the Council on Student Affairs, saying 
that he thinks there is a chance open 
house hours ut the University could be 
raised to over 30 per week 
He mentioned that Western Kentucky 
University recently adopted new 
guidlines providing 31 hours of open 
house per week more than twice the 
amount of time the old proposal had 
allowed, he said 
By making changes in the Univer- 
sity's open house policy. Bartley said it 
is hoped to decrease by half the man- 
power needed to run open house 
programs Currently two or three RA's 
or house council members are used to 
supervise open house in each dormitory 
while Bartley hopes a plan could be 
devised which would relieve house 
council members from open house 
duties 
All proposals concerning changes in 
open house policy are being discussed 
within open house committee at this 
time 
Seven proposals have been sent to 
President J C. Powell from the Council 
on Student Affairs housing occupancy 
committee, he said, with one proposal 
allowing those who are age 20 before 
the first day of registration each 
semester to live off campus The 
current regulation states that a person 
has to be 21 to live off campus 
Another proposal calls for the 
creation of an off-campus housing in 
formation center in which students 
would be able to obtain lists of area 
apartments and rent rates for possible 
sites to live Bartley said he hopes the 
list will be made available through the 
University 
Also during the interdorm meeting. 
Bartley said there is a need to improve 
relations between men's and women's 
interdorms. with the use of more joint 
committees as one means of fostering 
better relations 
He said it is his goal that the two 
groups can come closer together and 
work to represent the entire student 
body He also told memliers of the need 
to improve relations between in- 
terdorm and the Student  Association 
(iina Simpson draws while Wanda Frazier. a Delta Sigma Theta soror looks on 
Simpson is participating in the Delta Sigma Theta Rush activities Rush will 
continue through Friday. Feb I   i pholn h> Sieve Hrown I 
Spring 
rush differs from Fall 
Week honors women 
H\ MAKYI.IIWSKN 
SI alf Writer 
In the past two weeks, it has not been 
uncommon to see girls high-heehn' it 
across<ampus with impressive dresses 
on. or wearing unusual costumes, 
carrying armfuls of emblems. Creek 
lettered jewelry, props, etc 
Once again, rush has started 
Jan 21. amidst new classes. Spring 
Inlormal Rush WM on the mind of 
many girls 
Around 6 p.m . sororities opened the 
doors tor rushes. Ringing songs, per 
lorming skits and talking with 
prospective pledges Sound like fall 
rush'' Not quite 
What's different with spring rush is 
that it is informal compared to the 
formal rush in the fall. The atmosphere 
is more casual and relaxed Also, girls 
can visit sororities of their choice and 






In the fall, a girl is given a set 
schedule of sorority rush parties to 
attend Yet. in the spring, she only 
needs to go to one rush party if that is 
her preference 
According to Sharon Stevens. 
Panhellenic advisor and assistant to 
student activities, most of the girls 
going through rush are second 
semester freshmen Thus, the girls had 
the opportunity of waiting and lookinii 
at the sorority they were interested in 
Spring rush has fewer girls going 
through than in the fall, but the per 
icntage of girls pledging is higher 
"I want to join a sorority," Stevens 
says, is the common attitude at spring 
rush, while in the fall it is more out of 
curiosity 
Feb. 7 is when bids are extended, 
however, open bidding continues 
throughout the semester 
To pledge, a girl must have a 
cumulative <!I'A of 2.2 but there are no 
requirements to go through rush 
B> MARTIIA CLAYTON 
Slaft Writer 
Women's Interdorm convened 
Tuesday night, with a discussion of 
Women's Awareness Week < Feb 3 - 
Feb Hi introduced early in the meeting 
Members were asked to volunteer to 
set-up and run the Resource Room, to 
he located in the Keen Johnson 
Ballroom 
Kveryone was encouraged to 
publicize and familiarize residents of 
the dorms with the activities planned 
lor each da\ ol Women's Awareness 
Week 
Flyers will be passed to every room 
listing speakers, discussions and other 
related activities and their respective 
times Posters will be displayed in the 
dorms also listing the week's agenda 
Plans are being hnalized for a Bndal 
Fashion Show sponsored by Women's 
Interdorm and local merchants The 
show will he held Feb 19 in Brock 
Auditorium Notice of ticket sales will 
be given at a later date 
President Mary Ann Salerno reported 
that the housing situation on campus 
will  he altered next  fall to allow for 
tripling in all University dormitories 
Salerno explained thai the tripling will 
exist only on certain floors in dorms 
and will be reserved lor those who turn 
in late housing applications 
In an effort to alleviate overcrowding 
the eligibility age lor living off campus 
will be lowered to 'i'i years and older 
An off campus housing office «ill be set 
up lo aid eligible students in tmding off 
campus living space 
New business introduced included 
forming a committee to look into a 
possible "Little Sibs Weekend ' to be en 
sponsored by Women's and Men's 
Interdorms 
Society promotes agriculture 
ll\ 1 IIIIIYI ..IONF.S 
stall Writer 
I vita Tan \lpha DTA' is the 
I diversity's'agriculture honor society 
The main goals nl this organization arc 
lo recognize scholastic acheivement in 
agriculture, attract attention to 
agriculture as an industry and In try 
and persuade undecided students to 
consider the held as a career 
Dr    Dwight   Berkley,   the  society's 
adviser,   stated   that   during   the   last 
week in March the DTA will "introduce 
something new lo the University in the 
way of whai some schools call Ag 
Day " This means that the society will 
sponsor a "Barnyard Bash," a day of 
games and contests between the Greeks 
and other independent groups 
Some of the events will include 
greased pig catching, tractor pulling 
and a ingot war contest The 
organization hopes to take a 
delegation In the National Conference 
.ii Morchcad state I nivcrsity and In 
administer ihc siudeni evaluation "I 
Incult)    sheet-    tin    I he   agriculture 
department 
The requirements lor entering the 
I >TA is a L' 5 grade average overall and 
a 3.0 in a student's major and the 
completion of 45 semester hours. 12 of 
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Sports, 
Colonels collect pair of wins at home 
Sminr guard D.ivo Tiorney grimaces as he drives past a Maine player for a 
l.iv up HI Iht'Wi H7 u in over the Black Bears  i photo hv Brian I'ottsi. 
By JKKr'SMII.RV 
Sports Kditor 
Coach Ed Byhre's Colonels will face 
their stiffest road trip of the season 
when they travel tonight to Middle 
Tennessee and then head to Rowling 
Green Saturday for a rematch with the 
league-leading Western Kentucky 
Hilltoppers 
The Colonels are coming off two 
home wins against the 'Toppers and the 
University of Maine after falling 85-74 
at Morehead State last Thursday 
The two wins at home increased the 
Colonels' home win streak to eleven 
games, a streak which began after last 
year's 78-77 loss to Western during the 
regular season 
The loss at Morehead dropped the 
Colonels to 2-2 in the Ohio 
Conference as Clen Napier and Charlie 
Clay led all scorers with 25 and 24 
points, respectively 
Kastern's James "Turk" Tillman 
was held to 19 points. 12 below his 
average Tommy Baker followed with 
16 while Dave Tierney came off the 
bench to score II 
I'lay making guard Bruce Jones was 
tagged with four personal fouls in the 
first half, saw little action in the second 
half and finished with only lour points 
A Baker dunk and a Jones tr> footer 
gave the Colonels the early lead at 7 4 
but two long bombs by Napier gave the 
Kagles the lead for good Morehead 
expanded the lead to .11211 hut the 
Colonels clawed back to within two at 
the half at  17 ;I5 
Morehead minimi back ahead by a 
comlortable margin .mil held the lead 
at eight to HI points tor most of the 
game Kaslern climbed back to uithin 
live ill  74 «H when center Have Boot 
check and Morehead's Kddie Childress 
and Butch Kcllcy began swinging at 
each other, emptying both benches 
When the dust had settled. Eastern 
had been assessed with a flagrant foul 
and a technical on Byhre Morehead 
m tagged with one flagrant foul and 
wound up with a five-point play. With 
the momentum shifted firmly to the 
nifl> ol the Kagles. the Colonels were 
unable to mount another comeback as 
Morehead pulled out to a 15 point lead 
before the final margin. 
i. WHI rabid fans packed Alumni 
Coliseum to see the Colonels turn in 
their most inspired game of the season. 
an 84 82 win over the Western Kentucky 
Hilltoppers 
Tillman was the difference between 
Saturday's game and the three games 
with Ibe Toppers last year In last 
year's   OVO   Championship.    Tillman 
struggled with foul trouble and scored 
only four points. 
Saturday, however. Tillman was in 
top form playing against Bill Bryant 
another transfer from Maryland. The 
lurk hit 13 of 29 from hte field for 31 
points while Bryant led the 'Toppers 
with 22 
Jack Washington scored the game's 
first six points as the 'Toppers grabbed 
an early lead but the Colonels took the 
lead hack on two baskets by Baker. 
Bryant went to work near the end of 
the half as Western scored eight 
straight (mints and took a 46-41 lead into 
the locker room 
Buddy Cox and Terry Bradley made 
the difference in the second half. After 
being nutrebnunded 26-11 in the first 
half, the Colonels hit the boards hard 
with   the   two   freshman    forwards 
leading the way. Tillman hit two 
jumpers from deep in the corner to give 
the Colonels the lead which they would 
hold for the rest of the game 
That lead expanded to 79-69 as 
Bootcheck tapped in his 1000th point of 
his career as a Colonel Western 
quickly closed to within three before 
Jones and company began to freeze the 
game away. 
The Sharpsburg guard hit four clutch 
free throws down the stretch, but the 
game was still in doubt until Tillman 
broke free on a fast break to end the 
game Tillman was fouled by Craig 
McCormick but the two resulting free 
throws were academic 
Baker. Jones and Bootcheck all 
reached double figures as the Colonels 
handed Western its first conference 
loss 
Buddy Cox leaves team 
B> JKFFNMIIJSV 
Sports Kilitor 
Buddy Cox. a fi-foot-7 forward from 
Louisville, has left the Colonels 
liaskctltall team, dropped out of the 
I'niversify and left campus Tuesday 
night 
Cox. a part tune starter lor bead 
coach K.d Byhre. expressed his 
discontent inward the amount of 
playing Ifhie which he had received 
during the Colonels  first 16 games 
Cox added that he expected to start in 
Monda\ night's game here against the 
I'niversity ol Maine after his reserve 
performance against Western Ken 
luck)   Saturday   Instead    the starting 
spot was given to Terry Bradley, a 6- 
loot-61.. freshman from Chicago Cox 
played only five minutes against 
Maim' 
"I just didn't see things the way 
Byhre did." said Cox Tuesday night 
Cox is engaged to be married to 
lienise Hall, also of Louisville, but he 
said that his private life was not a 
factor in his decision, although he 
wanted to find a place where married 
players were treated well 
"I want to go lo a bigger school." he 
.ml   mentioning l*urdue.  Dayton and 
U'Uisville    "I think  it   is in  my  best 
interests lo leave " 
Byhre was apparently unaffected by 
Cox's decision, noting that the subject 
had come up at least once before. 
"He wasn l here two days before he 
wanted to transfer." Byhre said "It 
was just a case of a reluctant signee 
being at a place where he doesn't want 
lo he in the first place " 
Cox saw action in all but one of the 
Colonels' first 16 games, averaging !«'. 
minutes of playing time per contest He 
was a 41 percent shooter and averaged 
5 4 points per game and 3 8 rebounds 
Cox' best effort came against Dayton 
m the Colonels' 93-73 loss He scored 12 
points on 6-to shooting 
Senior forward now third among nation's scorers 
Tillman's stats impressive—and calculators runneth over 
B» BHIWBI.AIR he assured thai there is more  For now       individual school scoring record list can l   save \oursell   lor a certain        tl   And then 37 have lo realize thai every player on the 
Feature* RdHer is the  time  to  mention  that  Tillman The   calculator's   memory    runneth       game" Bui he remains unimpressed by the     team is asked to fulfill a certain role A 
cans  the (n Hock  in  r«'houndiriff  with       ..tor -ru...    -r.ii_. *..... j i.. 1 u. -_ .4.^....    _  __.?..        .     %. . . ... . ...... 
I<\ BRI \S III   UK 
eature*. K itor 
I Hiking about Colonel forward James 
Turk      Tillman   without   mentioning 
statistics  is  roughly  akin  to  talking 
IINIIII   Mtreil   Hitchcock   without   men- 
tioning horror   < »r suspense 
It is a sporting Mission Impossible 
Therefore we shall attempt to let the 
lm\ scores speak lor themselves and let 
the decimal points lall where they may 
lientlemen    start   your   calculators 
\nd  consider the following    the 6- 
limt 4 Tillman has scored 30 or more 
(minis  in   II  of   16 games so far  this 
season   He is averaging :*> r> [mints per 
game     ilnri liest in the country   ■ in 38 
niiniito*. (n-r game 
I i si |hal be labeled insufficient data 
im ss r  t i t r  is r r no  
is t ti to ti t t ill  
le d Colonels eb ng
115 The calculator will tell us that 
lhal ligure averages oul to 7 I per 
game 
Tillman will tell us thai he is sur 
prised by the turn of events 
"Everything 1 try to do is to help the 
team win." he said after Monday's win 
over Maine "I didn't know I was the 
leading rebounder last year until the 
final stats came out at the end of the 
season And I'm in the same position 
this sear with that 
Tillman s position would be an en 
viable one for almost any collegiate 
athlete Kspecially when one brings last 
year to mind Averaging 26 9 points per 
game,  he  broke every  single season 
i ivi l school sc ri  r c r  
l l t r' r r t  
over 
Scanning a stal sheet in the locker 
room after the Maine victory the 
team's tenth Tillman sat long enough 
lo attempt In decipher the meaning of it 
all with little luck 
Attired in a black high school letter 
liickel with matching black toboggan 
leans and I'ro-Keds basketball shoes. 
Tillman looked as il he had just drib 
bled in from the school playgrounds 
rather than the Alumni Coliseum 
hardw nod 
"We got so up lor Saturday s game.' 
he said referring lo the contest with 
Western Kentucky "And we came into 
this game just a day away from all thai 
Bui you've got to remcmlier that you 
esl " vo r
e 
Thus Tillman has developed his own 
performance scheme he saves himself 
lor every game or so it seems I'nlike 
Hitchcock. Tillman is no master of 
suspense Before each game, it is not a 
case of whether or not he will score hut 
rather, how much 
If he were a member of Mother 
Nature's family of elements, it would 
not be merely a caseol whether or not il 
would snow, but rather, how much snow 
would accumulate 
Tins is lo report that nearly all of 
Tillman s opponents were the victims 
of a blizzard of points 
He scored :t5 in the season opener 
against Butler He followed thai with 39 
against 1'NC-Charlotle Then he scored 
tl  t  
t r i i r t  
digits, as awesome as they may be 
'I like to lie a 'garbage player '" he 
said 
II is lilting For the points come in 
enough king sired bunches lo be toted 
away in hefty trash bags Twist ties are 
optional 
Defense however, is not - even for 
'Tillman 
I know I can play defense and coach 
knows I can I've been playing it all 
along said Tillman "The Western 
game was no different, hut it did seem 
to show up more   I did what I had to 
i In " 
Colonel head coach Ed Byhre fends 
off Tillman's critics on the defensive 
••nd ol the floor by saying. "I think you 
have t  r liz  t t v ry l y r on the 
tea  is asked t  f lfill a c rt i  r l  
player can't always do everything " 
Vet. Tillman gives it the old college 
Iry 
Besides basketball, he carries a full 
load of classes and an even fuller load 
of responsibility for his two small 
children 
"When I go home, it's relax time I 
like to spend time with the kids and 
lorget about basketball." he said 
And with that, he made his way from 
the locker room, st II clutching the stat 
sheet It showed that Tillman had 
scored 33 points on nine for 12 from the 
field while collecting a game-leading 
eight rebounds 
With apologies to Alfred Hitchcock, it 
seemed like a rather "good evening." 
CRAZY SHIRLEY'S 
For the style... 
See Shirley and Company 
Shoppers Village Shopping Center - 624 2222 
Jan's Famous 
$.05 Sale 
Now Going On 
Buy One Pair of Ladies Shoes 
at Regular Price and Receive 
The Second Pair For Only...5* 
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Monday - Saturday 11:00 - 2:30 pm 
Our Buffet includes Pizza, 
Breadsticks and Salad Bar. 
Haw tour Hext Party 
At 
OPEN 10-5:30 
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Happy Meadows Specials! 
Lysine so tablets   *3'$ 
Vitamin C-1000 too tablets *49$ 
sustained release 
Vitamin B-15 100 tablets *59$ 
Peppermint Tea BagsSAL|1
28 
(24) Regular s1.50 
Brand Corn Chips        ^ -n 
Regular *1.00 SALE    . f 9 
OPEN 9A.M. to 6P.M. MON.-SAT. 
Glades Road Off U.S. 25 North 
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ports trivia of the '70s: Is 
ank McNamara your hero? 
H> \1 IKI   l)IT< IIKN 
sulf Writer 
I.asl week we gave you a quiz on the 
ITOS as far as entertainment This week 
Iwe'll let you try your hand at sports of 
|the "u's   Have fun' 
1 What state has the most 
[professional teams'" 
A   New York 
H  Texas 
('  California 
I)   Klnrida 
2 During the 70s who was the leading 
I NFL rusher"' 
A   Franco Harris 
B <» J  Simpson 
c Larry ("sonka 
I)   Karl Campbell 
3 True or Kabse The Tampa Bay 
Buccaneers are older than the Seattle 
I Scahawks 
■» There were —triple crown 
| winners in horse racing during the 70s 
S ■ - - -— was the Kentucky 
ABA team 
A   IK 
B   Louisville Trackers 
('   Ky   Colonels 
I)  Ky  Bourbons 
fi The 'Challenge of the Sexes'' 
11'Mini- match pitted Billie Jean King vs 
A   Bobby Biggs 
B   fiosemary Casals 
('  Jimmy Connors 
I)   Bjorn Borg 
7 The owner of the Atlanta Braves is 
|an active participant in   — . 
A   horse racing 
B   lm.il racing 
C  auto racing 
II marathon running 
K has the most Super- 
|howl wins to their credit 
A   Dallas 
B   Pittsburgh 
C   Miami 
D   Minnesota 
4 The "Thriller in Manila' fight 
I featured AM vs      — 
A   Foreman 
B  Quarrv 
(    Spinks 
D   Frazier 
III Hank Aaron broke the Babe's 
I hnmerun record on a night 
A   Sunday 
B   Monday 
C  Tuesday 
D   Wednesday 
II was     the     first 
Kmcrican to win the World Driving 
Championship since Craham Hill 
A   Mario Andretti 
B  John Hunt 
C. Jody Schecter «•. 
D. Peter Kevson 
12. came to the U.S. to be 
a drawing card for the North American 
Soccer League 
A    M.irkis 
B   Pele 
C Kyle Rote Jr 
D   Reg Williams 
IS. was claimed to have 
insulted a donkey when he named the 
donkey after himself 
A  Charles Finley 
B   Ted Turner 
C   Bowie Kuhn 
I)   Pete Bozelle 
14. Name the two current Ky. sports 
teams tbat are professional. 
15. Who won the first ABC Superstars 
i-ompetion? 
A   (IJ   Simpson 
B   Kyle Rote Jr 
C   Franco Harris 
I)   A J   Foyt 
Ifi Bruce Jenner won Olympic fame 
hy winning the  . 
A   Javelin Catch 
B   Marathon 
C   Figure Skating 
I)   Decathlon 
17. What league besides the Major 
League Baseball league has US and 
lureign teams'" 




18.  did not win two World 
Series during the 70's 
A. Cincinnati Reds 
B. Baltimore Orioles 
C. Pittsburgh Pirates 
D  New York Yankees 
19. had the longest hit- 
ting streak of the 70's in major league 
baseball 
A. Steve Garvey 
B Tom Seaver 
C Pete Rose 
D. Hank Aaron 
20 skated   in  the   "76 
(Hympics and made a hairstyle famous. 
A  Dorothy Hamill 
B. Nadia Comeneci 
C  Peggy Fleming 
D   Mark Spitz 
e 02 3 61 q 81 q 
it p 9i -q si ineqijosi suoqjnoH *M 
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If you scored between 20-16 right. 
Hood job Is Tank McNamara your 
hero' 16-13 right means you just don't 
like one sport Below that and you may 
not like any sports 
Next week the last part of the quiz on 
national news 
Rita Taylor dribbles past  Kentucky's Geri Grigsby in the second half of 




I.cd by Valerie Still's 20 points and 
Patty Jo Hedges II assists, the 17th 
ranked University of Kentucky l^dy 
Kats defeated the Ijdy Colonels 92-60 
Tuesday night at Alumni Coliseum 
Center Chancellor Dugan came off 
the bench to spark Eastern with 20 
points on eight of 10 from the field in the 
losing effort 
The Lady Kats placed three other 
players in double figures besides Still, 
with Maria Donhoff and Liz Lukschu 
each getting 14 Linda Edelman scored 
12 in a reserve role 
Topped in virtually every statistical 
category, the l.ady Colonels fell behind 
early in the contest and never 
recovered, finding themselves down by 
a 51 2S count at halftime thanks to 
UK's red hot 64 percent shooting from 
the field 
By comparison. Eastern hit 22 of 52 
for 42 percent, slightly higher than its 35 
percent season average 
With the loss, the l-idy Colonels fell 
to an overall season mark of 6-11 and 1-6 
in the conference The Lady Kats. on 
the other hand, remain undefeated in 
the conference and 141 overall 
Eastern faces Middle Tennessee in its 
next game tonight 
Brown, Martin read proclamations 
Richard, Hughes, Parrish honored at banquet 
Noseguard Joe Richard, quarterback 
Bill Hughes and wide receiver Jerry 
Parrish were chosen most valuable 
players of the 1979 NCAA Division I-AA 
national championship football team at 
a recent banquet honoring the Colonels 
Richard, a 5-11 senior from 
Lexington, was chosen most valuable 
defensive player, while Hughes, a 6-2 
senior from l.ancaster. Ohio, and 
Parrish. a 5-11 sophomore from 
Auburndale. Fla . were picked as co- 
winners of the most valuable offensive 
player trophy 
At the event attended by more than 
4(10 people, several proclamations by 
stale and local officials were read ..•■d 
presented to head coach Roy Kidd 
Included among these was a 
proclamation by (iovernor John Y 
Brown. Jr which cited the feats of the 
Colonel coaches and players and 
proclaimed the week of Jan 20-26. 1980 
as "EKU National Football Champions 
Week." in Kentucky This message was 
conveyed to the audience by University 
president. Dr J.C Powell, in the ab- 
sence of Governor Brown. 
Also on hand to read proclamations 
were state senator Bobert R Martin, 
state representative Harry Moberly. 
Jr and chairman of the Board of 
Regents. Charles Combs 
Kidd.   in   turn,   presented   three 
national awards to the University 
These included the NCAA's national 
trophy for ihe Division l-AA national 
championship the John F Kennedy 
Cup. presented to Kidd in New Orleans 
by Ihe National Football Foundation 
and Hall of Fame. Inc ; and the Timmie 
Award, presented to Kidd by the Touch 
down Club ol Washington. I) C These 
were accepted by Dr   Powell 
Jim Delanv Commissioner of the 
Ohio Valley Conference, brought his 
congratulations from the fellow con- 
ference members and also handed out 
AII-OVC certificates to the first and 
second-team members of that team 
I'niversitv Director of Athletics Donald 
(i Combs recognized Parrish and 
junior tailback Alvin Miller for their 
selection as the NCAA-Chevrolet 
scholarship award winners for Ihe 
three games televised by ABC Parrish 
was chosen for the Murray State game, 
while Miller was picked for both playoff 
games vs   Nevada-Reno and  Lehigh 
Eastern's assistant coaches con- 
. luded the program by recognizing 
members of their respective units 
which made the EKU Winners Club, 
which denotes carrying out of at least 70 
percent of Iheir assignments in each 
game 
Those players selected for this club 
were center David Neal. guards Danny 
Hope and Kevin Grave; tackles David 
Dihrkop and Mike Sheehan. tight ends 
Carl t.reene and Cris Curtis, wide 
receivers David Booze, Parrish and 
Rick Sang, placekicker David Flores. 
runningbacks Dale Patton and Miller. 
quarterback Hughes: defensive hacks 
Steve Fletcher. Danny Martin. Charles 
Brunson. George Floyd, Rodney Byrd 
and Tommy While, linebackers Ed 
Kinclla. Boh Mclnlyre. Fred Griffin 
and Gary Ford, defensive ends Ed 
l.aski and Tim Frommeyer. and down 
linemen Mark Siemon. James Shellon 
and Richard 
The Colonels finished Ihe 1979 season 
with an II 2 record 
Join Andy With 
A Pizza That's 
rOut Of This World. 
623-5400 
FREE DELIVERY 
To Campus After 4:00 On 
Any Order Over s2°° 
Sun.-Thurs. 4:00 p.m. - 12:30 a.m. 
Fri.-Sat 4:00 p.m. - 1:00 a.m. 






205 Geri Lane 
623-4267 
Chic and Sleek and oh, so very cosmopolitan 
Fast/Free Delivery 
624" 2424 delivery    lustasK1 
Archies Upper Crust 
263 East Mam Street 
Richmond Kentucky 
CASH 
PAID FOR GOLD 
10K - 14K - 18K 
s20 - s65 
for Class Rings 
Also bring 
Sterling Silver and 
Silver Coins. 
call   624-2329 
after 5/ 
anytime weekends 
Have A Ball 
Roller Skating 
It's fun & exciting . . . 
no wonder everyone is 
roller skating nowadays! 
Sunday 2-4 
Wednesday Night 7-9 
$2.50 
Friday & Saturday 6-10 
$3.50 
• Available For Groups * 
's Roller Arena 
LANCASTER RD       6241474 
25 % Off 
Bib Overalls 
—High or Low Back— 
Sale $1125 
Rag. S1S. Big Mac* bib 
overall of cotton/polyester 
denim with high or low back 
Ruggedly constructed  with 
swing pockets, heavy duty 
bartacks. triple needle seams 
Handy ruler and plier pockets, 
hammer loop, lined hip 
pocket Non-curl suspenders 
Waist sizes   32 to 42 
—Downtown- 
Shop Daily 
9 ,30 till 5:00 
Fri.-9:30 till 8 00 
Sat.-9:30 till 6:00 
Sun.-1:30 till 5:30 
Now, two great 
ways to charge! 
This 
is dCPenney 
ANNOUNCES MONDAY AND TUESDAY SPECIALS GOOD ^ 
EVERY WEEK THRU FEBRUARY 26,1980 i 
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Image crisis 
J*ff Smiley 
Everybody likes lo talk aboul (he 
weather, but nobody ever does 
anything aboui it. 
The same ihing can be said for 
Ohio Valley Conference basketball. 
While ihe quality of play in (he 
OVC is improving with every 
season, the conference's image is 
improving on aboui ihe same scale 
as ihe popularity of ihe Ayaiollah 
Khomeini. 
The trouble is that nobody is 
willing to do anything aboui it. 
The root of the problem, at least 
in basketball, could be the gutless 
officialing which crops up at most 
games. From the reactions of 
Eastern's Ed Byhre and Western's 
Cienc Ready, that's what one would 
be led to believe. 
Byhre. after the loss by the 
Colonels at Morehead Thursday 
night, wasn't too chummy with 
Charles Reed and Willard Smith, 
the game's officials. Ready spent 
more lime off the bench appealing 
his cases to Joe C'aldwell and Elbert 
I iclden than he did sitting down 
during Saturday's Eastern-Western 
clash. 
And. sadly enough, each had 
good reason for his behavior. 
The officiating ai Morehead can 
only be called thai because the two 
extra men on the floor were wearing 
black and while jerseys. They did 
not keep control ol ,r"-' game, a fact 
evidenced by the skirmish which 
occurred late in the second half 
between ihe Colonels' Dave Boot- 
check and Morehead's Eddie 
C hildress and Butch Relley. Forty- 
nine personal fouls including 29 on 
the part of the Colonels, were 
whistled in the game. 
In the Western game, the 
non-calls, not the bad calls, were the 
most glaring errors. I or example: 
-- James "Turk" Tillman went up 
for a shot in the first hall but (he 
ball was deflected partially by 
Western's Mike Reese. Tillman 
could nol gain full possession and 
came back down to the court with 
the ball. A jump ball was called, 
compromising between the walking 
violation or the foul either of which 
would have been more logical. 
- Western's Trey Trumbo re-en- 
acted the same scene, with Tillman 
on defense, but this lime Tillman 
didn't touch the ball. Trumbo came 
down with the ball and passed off to 
Rick W ray who hit a short basket. 
-- After Western scored its final 
basket, a lay-up by Trumbo with 
eighi seconds left, several of the 
Hilhoppers were signaling for a 
timeout after they had already used 
their allotment of five during the 
game. The officials heard their pleas 
during the game while the "Toppers 
had timeouts remaining but would 
not call a technical foul, which the 
situation would normally dictate, at 
the end of the game. 
Instances like this will continue to 
happen as long as the league reluses 
10 take the steps necessary to ensure 
quality officiating at OVC" games. 
Bui ihe conference officials aren't 
ihe only ones to blame. I'art of the 
blame loi the poor quality ol play 
can be equally attributed to players 
who are intimidated hv noisy crowds 
at the small OVC gyms. 
former Colonel plavcrs like 
Darryl Ifcjvis and I ovell Jomet 
.ilvvays perlormed well on ihe road 
because ihev weren't afraid 10 gel 
inside and mix. things up and hteak 
opponents' laces. • 
IBv the way. Colonel freshman 
Icnv Bradley showed a little 
intestinal fortitude ol this type 
ayainsi Western and will piohablv 
see more action as a result.I 
So what we have here is a vicious 
cycle. The players don't play up lo 
their potentials because they are 
intimidated bv the lousy officiating. 
And the lousy officiating won't 
gel any better because the quality of 
play doesn't demand it. And lite 
lans m the small gyms go cra/v 
because their teams win mosi of 
their games at home making 
everything worse. 
Ihe solution lo this dilemma 
might be to develop a hard-nosed 
attitude and dedicate University 
efforts toward excellence in athle 
lies. Ihiswouldn'i necessarily take 
more money but it would take sonic 
people wnh enough guts to demand 
the abolition ol ignorance in 
important places. 




The Electrifying Eels go on the road 
this coming weekend, facing the 
University of Georgia on Friday night 
and Georgia State Saturday afternoon 
This follows a strong win over 
Vanderbilt University this past 
weekend The Eels swam past Vandy. 
6251 
The Eels were led by team captain 
Mark Sullivan, who was chosen Eel of 
the Meet Sullivan finished first in IWo 
pressure races races the Eels had lo 
win Chris Gray also had a good meet 
with three first places finishes, in- 
cluding hack-lo-back wins in Ihe 1.000- 
yard freestyle and the 200-yard 
freestyle 
"This was Ihe best balanced per 
formance by the team this year and 
Sullivan probably had Ihe best meet of 
his college career," said an excited 
Coach Dan l.ichly. 
Last week, freshman AI Raven was 
chosen as Eel of the Meet, for his fine 
performance against Ihe University of 
Louisville 
The Eels next home meet will be on 
Saturday. Keb 16 against Ohio Slate at 
3:90 pm 
Struening boosts Colonels past Kent State 
By mill I>i>l I  \|< 
Kditor 
Eastern's men gymnasts came home 
Irom Kent. Ohio, last Friday with their 
second victory of the season, a 211 25 to 
:11s ti win over a tough Kent State team 
Freshman Craig Struening provided 
Ihe spark thai ignited the Colonel win 
by breaking a school record in the floor 
exercises with B 9 05 score 
Coach Jerry Calkin called 
siruenirig's new record a "milestone'' 
lor ihe learn since it was Ihe first lime 
in Colonel history that a mark of nine 
was reached in an event, other than 
vaulting 
"It wasn't too long ago that we scored 
our first eight.'   said Calkin 
Calkin noted that the match was 
much closer than even the final score 
indicated since the Colonels had only a 
slight eight tenths of a point lead going 
into the final pair of events, namely 
high barf and ihe parallel bars 
Struening won Ihe individual crown in 
the all around score with a 46 3 mark, 
while teammate and co-captain George 
(iardner finished second with a 42 95 
score 
It was the second meet in a row where 
struening and (iardner finished in a 
one-two order 
Calkin singled out numerous Colonel 
performance* in the match including 
ban McDaniel's R 45 score in the floor 
exercises and a strong routine by Bret 
Koukin in Ihe same event 
Dale Cihhon also contributed to the 
Colonel victory with his meet high 6 4 
on the pommel horse 
Calkin praised the Colonel per 
formance and stated, "The team was 
able lo operate under pressure and do 
the routines when they needed to." 
According lo Calkin. Ihe Colonel 
lineup was greatly strengthened by co- 
captain Dave Cole, who saw limited 
action in the meet due to a lingering 
season injury. 
Cole competed in two events for the 
Colonels, compared lo one in Ihe 
previous meet. 
The Colonels stand 2 1 on the season 
and have set a team record of some sort 
in each of their matches 
Saturday. Ihe team resumes action in 
Oxford, Ohio, in a five-leam match that 
will include teams from Miami. Sin- 
clair College. Eastern Michigan and 
Memphis Slate 
Calkin commented that the Memphis 
Stale team may be one of the strongest 
teams that Ihe Colonels will face during 
Iheir dual meet season 
On Feh 9. the Colonels return home 
lo Alumni Coliseum for a match against 
Georgia Tech . 
Women gymnasts nose out Kentucky 
By MONK AKKIFEH 
St a If Writer 
Led hv Rhonda Wilkerson's excellent 
performance, the women's gymnastics 
team nipped Ihe University of Ken- 
lucky  127 25 points to 126 65 points 
In what head coach Agnes Chrietz- 
hern dubbed as "her best performance 
all year." Wilkerson won three of four 
events and grabbed the all-around title 
with :13 60 points 
Cheryl liehne took second in the all- 
around competition having 31 45 points 
while IK gymnasts took ihe next two 
spots 
Wilkerson took first place in floor 
exercise with an H 5. on the uneven 
parallel bars having an 8 0. and on the 
balance beam with an R4 
She had a fine K 7 in vaulting but was 
nosed out by a UK gymnast having an 
K75 
liehne finished in a three-way tie for 
ihird place in this eveYit with an 8.3 
In the balance beam. Laura Spencer 
nerl lor second place with an 8 2 and 
Behne was fourth with an 8.05 
Floor exercise was the Colonels' best 
event as they swept the lop four places 
with Wilkerson in first place with an 8 5. 
Holly Foster taking second with an 8 3. 
Behne scoring Ihird with an 8 25 and 
Spencer in fourth position having an 
R 15 
"Holly did very well." commented 
Chriel?berg "She's a specialist of floor 
exercise and hit her routine really 
well " 
Foster also runs for the women's 
track team in the spring 
'Both learns knew how close the 
meet was and both rose lo the oc- 
casion." said Chrietzberg "We were 
liehind by aboul one point going into the 
last event i floor exercisei and pulled it 
out 
"We didn't hit our peak in this meet." 
she said "We had some real good 
events ami some really bad ones " 
According toChrietiberg. the women 
need lo work for more consistency on 
the uneven parallel bars 
"I was very impressed with UK." 
remarked ChneO.berg "They were 
Hood competition for us and they've 
always given us a good meet " 
Eastern hosts Miami University of 
Oxford Saturday, al Weaver Gym 
heginning al Ham II is Ihe Colonels 
last home meet of the season 
Ur. Marion S. Roberts 
OPTOMETRIST 
Call Today for Your Appointment 
Mon. • Fri. 8 5, Sat. 8-1 
Visual Analysis Visual Therapy 
Contact Lens 
205% Geri Lane 








Mj.y    Anderson 
OPEN 8 TIL ? 
cinz 
130 EAST MAIN STREET 
RICHMOND   KENTUCKY 40475 
(606) 623-2300 
NEXT TO LEE'S LITTLE INN 
 PAHKINl.   IN REAR 
<**v PRESENT THIS AD & RECEIVE YOUR 
DRINK FREE 
Eastern By Pats 
"Under Two Bucks Night 
Sun., Mon.. Tues., Wed. & Thurs. 
4:00 p.m. - 9:30 p.m. 
10& 
*&L 
Dinner Include* Choice Of Baked Potato 
or French Fries, Cup of Soup ft Texas Toast. 
HOWARD LEE 
Returns For Your Listening Pleasure 








Expires Feb. 7, 1980 
SUMMER JOBS 
CEDAR POINT AMUSEMENT PARK 
Sandusky, Ohio   Will hold on-campus 
interviews for summer employment: 
Date: Wednesday, February 20 
Time:  8:30 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. 
Place: Jaggers Room - Powell Bldg. 
Over 3,400 positions available for e wide variety of jobs.   Dormitory 
or apartment style housing available.   Contact the Career Development 
& Placement Office for information and appointment.   Spend a summer 
in one of the finest resorts in the North. 
CEnHHPOINTINC 






'. The University film series opens 
tonight with "Goidengirl." the story of 
a remarkable woman athlete who "was 
programmed to accomplish the im- 
possible." 
"Goidengirl" will be showing tonight 
and Friday night at 7 and 9. 
Joe Brooks produces, writes and 
stars in a classic love story, "If Ever I 
See You Again" which will be showing 
in the Ferrell Room of the Combs 
Building Sat and Sunday nights at 7 
and 9 p.m. 
The film concerns a man who moves 
from Madison Avenue to sunny 
California to compose a movie score. 
He meets there the true love of his life 
which he thought had been lost forever 
when he left college. 
■Shelly Hack and Jimmy Breslin co- 
star in the film with Brooks. 
"Grease", the multi-seller starring 
John Travolta at the height of his disco 
charged career, will be showing 
Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday 
nights at 7 and 9 p.m. 
A review by Margorie Rosen said, 
"They had hoods in those days: they 
wore taps, pegged pants, and they 
bullied the girls. The movie of 
' Grease' brings it all back with song 
and dance." 
Stockard Channing. Jamie Connelly. 
Dinah Manoff and Olivia Newton-John 
star with Travolta 
"American Hot Wax" will be showing 
Thursday and Friday nights. Feb. 7 and 
8 at 8 and 9:30 p.m. 
"Oliver's Story." the continuing story 
of the character we met and wept for in 
"Love Story" will be snowing in the 
Ferrell Room Saturday and Sunday, 




Eight great works of American short 
fiction, fror 'he wry poignancy of Ring 
Lardner to the jocular wit of Mark 
Twain, come to television for the first 
time when "The American Short Story" 
returns for a second season. Monday. 
Feb 4 at JO p.m. on KET. 
Ring Lardner's touching comedy, 
"The Golden Honeymoon, opens the 
new season Teresa Wright and James 
Whitmore star as an elderly couple 
taking a winter vacation in St Peter- 
sburg. Fla.. during the 1920's. 
Other stories in the series include 
Willa Cather's "Paul's Case," James 
Thurber's "The Greatest Man in the 
World" and Nathaniel Hawthorne's 
"Rappaccini's    Daughter." 
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Arts 
Education found in different experience 
Chopin's life and 
music portrayed 
in Brock concert 
Robert Guralnik portrayed the music and life of the music 
master. Chopin, in an unusual performance last Wednesday 
night in Brock Auditorium. With the wit of the times and 
comments sure to be considered risque in Chopin's time, the 
Changes expected at station 
talented pianist and actor kept the audience delighted with 
the classical music to which so many are "allergic." i photo 
nv Sieve Hrnwn t 
Hodges named new WEKU 
radio general manager 
By BARRY MILLER 
Staff Writer 
Robert Guralnlk's characterization 
of Frederic-Francois Chopin last 
Wednesday evening was a rarity-an 
educational experience. 
Indeed, it was entertaining because it 
was educational. 
While Guralnik's facility with the 
piano made a gratifying evening for 
those already familiar with Chopin's 
music, this was much more than a 
concert. 
Guralnik skillfully wove an account 
of Chopin's life in between selections 
from the composers works and by 
telling his audience of the life which 
produced the music. Guralnik made 
Chopin's music equally enjoyable to the 
uninitiated and the classical music 
afficianado. 
Guralnik took his audience through 
the emotional spectrum of the com- 
poser's life, from Chopin's desperate 
longing for his native Poland to the 
joyful freedom he found in Paris. 
By his piano playing. Guralnik 
showed how artfully Chopin expressed 
these emotions with his music By his 
narrative, the performer showed a 
glimpse of the humor with which 
Chopin faced a tragic life. 
This humor was evident in Chopin's 
theory of the use of the pedal i "Like a 
great lady anxious to preserve her 
reputation, the pedal will not yield on 
the first attempt-but when it does yield 
it can perform miracles." 
Guralnik also displayed a musical wit 
in his caricatures of Chopin's con- 
temporaries. Exaggerating their 
musical tendencies as surely as a 
cartoonist exaggerates Jimmy Carter's 
teeth, Guralnik showed not only his 
cleverness but also Chopin's frustration 
at the popularity of these composers 
and his own failures 
Even in this frustration, Chopin found 
humor, A lx>ndon Times review of his 
music described it as "an excruciating 
cacaphony." and said Guralnik as 
Chopin, "It was years before I found out 
that that was not a compliment " 
"But I have always been fortunate," 
said Guralnik Chopin "I have always 
been able to bring myself through 
periods of great despair with my 
music." 
Madison Hodges has been named 
general manager of WEKU-FM. a 
50.000 watt National Public Radio af- 
filiate serving the Richmond 
Lexfogton area WEKU FM (88.9). 
operated by the University, airs over 
six hours of news daily, in addition to 
fine arts programs. 
Hodges,   a   native   of   Pine   Bluff, 
Ark., holds degrees from the University 
of Missouri School of Journalism and 
the University of Arkansas He was the 
state capitol correspondent and 
weekend anchorman for KTHV-TV in 
Little Rock from 1973 until 1976 
He also served as an adjunct in- 
structor of .iiwa-nalsim at the University 
of Arkansas at Little Rock and as public 
relations counselor for the Arkansas 
Symphony Orchestra. 
Hodges has worked as a newsman for 
other stations in Arkansas and 
Missouri. He is a member of the Society 
of Professional Journalists, Sigma 
Delta Chi. Radio-Television News 
Directors Association, and the National 
Association of Education Broadcasters. 
Prior to assuming the position at 
WEKU-FM Hodges was manager of 
KI.RE FM in Little Rock. He is 
presently residing in l^exington. 
World premiere at Playhouse 
New'Orchard' blooms 
in Cincinnati Feb. 19 
'Mystery 'puzzles with assortment 
of villains and master detectives 
Evil mistresses, fiendishly clever 
villains and an assortment of ex- 
ceedingly unattractive bad guys fill the 
screen when the new series, 
"Mystery!!" premieres Tuesday, Feb. 
5 at 10:00 pm   on KET. 
The 15-week series offers mystery 
buffs a collection of British thrillers, 
"whodunits" and detective tales. 
Gene Shalit hosts the series which 
begins with a 90-minute. high-camp 
thriller called "She Fell Among 
Thieves." starring Eileen Atkins. 
Malcolm McDowell and Michael 
Jayston 
Next, "Mystery!" presents four one- 
hour episodes from a series titled 
"Kumpole of the Bailey " They deal 
with an irascible, lovable, gin- 
swigging,     Wordsworth-quoting 
criminal lawyer with a polished sense 
of humanity. Leo McKern stars. 
Starting March 11, following the 
Kumpole programs, "Mystery!" will 
present a new production of Daphne du 
Milliner's legendary suspense novel, 
"Rebecca " Starring Jeremy Brett, 
Joanna David and Anna Massey, the 
tale will*be told in for one-hour 
episodes. 
Cincinnati Playhouse will present 
Anton Chekhov's "The Cherry Or- 
chard" on the Robert S Marx stage 
from Feb. 19 through Mar 16, under the 
direction of Playhouse Principal 
Director John Going. Sets and lighting 
are to be designed by Playhouse 
Principal Designer Neil Peter Jam- 
polis. with costumes by William 
Schroder 
This presentation of "The Cherry 
Orchard" will be the world premiere of 
a new translation by Michael Henry 
Heim. by special arrangement with the 
Pittsburgh Public Theater, Ben 
Shaktman, General Director Heim has 
translated several Chekhov works as 
well as a selection of his letters. He is a 
professor of Slavic languages at UCLA. 
Going, a 1979 Corbett Awards finalist, 
has directed numerous Playhouse 
productions, including "Man Of La 
Mancha." "Hedda Gabler," "The 
Royal Family," "Vanities" and 
"Oliver!," as well as regional theatre 
productions throughout the country. 
Jampolis, whose sets and lights are 
seen in the current production of 
"Ashes," has been the Playhouse 
Principal Designer for the last three 
seasons, and has designed some 18 
Playhouse productions. He is currently 
represented on Broadway with his 
lighting of "Night And Day," and of the 
soon-to-open "Harold And Maude " 
"The Cherry Orchard" marks the 
first time that Schroder's costumes will 
be seen in his native state of Ohio His 
sets and costumes were most recently 
seen on Broadway in "But Never Jam 
Today " Other credits include "Your 
Arms Too Short To Box With God" and 
the national and Australian tours of 
"Don't Bother Me I can't Cope." He has 
designed off-Broadway for La Mama, 
CSC Repertory Company and The Light 
Opera of Manhattan, as well as regional 
theatres. 
"The Cherry Orchard" will run from 
Feb 19 through March 16 in the Robert 
S Marx Theatre with performances 
daily except Mondays. For times and 
reservations, call the Playhouse Box 
Office at (513) 421-3888 
UP TO 
PER MONTH FOR 
PLASMA DONATIONS 
BONUS for first time 
donors with this ad. 





2043 Oxford Clrcla 
Cardinal Vallay Shopping Cantar 
264-8047 
Hours:   Mon.. Tuaa., Thura.   8 am • 9 pm 
Wad. - Fri.   8 am     7 pm 
Sat.   8 am • 3 pm 
WINTER COAT SPECIAL 
OFF 50% 
Mens & Womens Styles 
IVenwar 
clothing ft shoos 





All New Initiates! 
Fresh GradcA 
eggs, of course. 
C'r.ick! And un- 
it i h c i deli* i on » 
MclVm.itdN      hre.ik- 
I I-I   is nn thtf «3v   OM 
troll I inkle A ttat> .ir»' 
«vMliiMsd  Up JIKl  served 
with .1 p.itiv id -irrlmn l»<" 
pun.* pork MUM* •llkl'i.'riap* 
(•olden   hll»h   hnnTflfc Of 
conked lip info our i»»n 
spni.il  hut  MiMufhn 
uiili s.i\nr\ cheese .nivl 
cr.iii.uli.m Ktcon. Rcrvcd 
on .1 (minted En«lr»h| 
Mllftin.   Slop  in tomor- 
row  morning .ind M'C tor 
\oiirscll.  We're  rvull> 
true kin'    tor    ,mi   .1 r 
MclVniildY 
Eastern By-Pass 
7 tm $r8 A 
2 SANCHO'S 
WITH COUPON 
The tancho is a sojt flour tortilla covered with meat, garnished with 
Cheddar cheese, lettuce, slices of tomato, your choice 0/ sauce, and 
rolled and healed. 
limit one coupon ojler per customer 





ENCHILADA       A steamed corn tortilla filled 
with either meal or cheddar cheese and garnished 
■with cheddar cheese and looped with our own 
enchilada sauce. Heated and served on a tray. 
$138 1 
limit one coupon offer per customer 
Good In Richmond & Berea   Expires 2-7-80 V < / 
r 
AMrMta MA 
MM^H ^*« M—mmmm ■■■■P"^ 
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Dap. Itroek sines for the |oy of music as shown in In*- picture Showcase, which began lasl night features talented students 
,iho\e Hi perlnrmeri in the grill lasl Wednesday nighl in the Irnrn the campus coniiiiunily performing each week in Ihe 
i-miiimiine  seniw  ■<<  weekly   pntertainmenl  there   Talent      series  'photo fct, Krian PM'SI 
Music is secret hobby 
Brock adds variety and fun 
to grill's Talent Showcase 
ll> M \HV  \\\M(OI INN 
Si all Writer 
l'.in Brock, guitarist, banjo player 
.mil vocalist entertained a small crowd 
il llie erill lasl Wednesday night as the 
Talent Showcase continued 
lirock's versatile program con 
>i-tinu a several folk songs, some old 
Irish heltad* and a couple of religious 
numbers induced the audience to 
participate with lots ol hand-clapping 
and loot stomping 
Hrock hrst became interested in folk 
music .i» a child in North Carolina "I 
greu up in the 4(is when folk music was 
popular North Carolina was a kind of 
hot -pot lor this type of music " 
Hrock eventually obtained a law 
'legrcelrnm the I niversily of Kentucky 
.ind has licen a member of the Bunch 






in the grill 
next 
Wednesday 
This 'music is kind of my  secret 
bobby       be said 
Me has  |usl   completed a   series of 
programs for KKT one ol these mini 
series   is  entitled     Snowbound       This 
particular program has been developed 
when children are 
school   because  ol 
kept 
bad 
lor  the days 
home   from 
weather 
Hrock is also" involved in the 
"fhalaqua" series sponsored by the 
Cniversity of Kentucky Community 
Council on Aging As a member of this 
group he visits homes lor the elderly 
and gives performances lor them 
Hrock has two albums out which are 
titled "Kentucky Songhag" and High 
Hying 
He is a regular performer at the 
"Alfalfa" restaurant in Lexington 
Hieiegtapluj 
s»          r»* 
•weddings ^ 
• graduation '    Z. 
• portraits 0« 
•passports 












623/752   Water St. 
Paying Top Dollar! 
For Class Rings & 
Wedding Bands 
Silver Coins Before 1965 
623-9510 
U.S. 25 (across from Old Bluegrass Restaurant) 
Howe's Upholstering 
> 
V       PWAT-DATLSAT-6HAT-6RE 




NDB L II • NPB I-NLE 
Flea Bate Pro«rama 4 Haunt 
VMt AHf Cmnfr And IN Pot Your—H 
Why W Ma*. Th* Drtiartncm 
NEW LEXINGTON CENTER 
1081 SO  BROADWAY 
2330737 
ffanfti 
Y touCATiomiL cinria 
UBsaBsl     '••'• IHWOIKI   IU 
Outside NY Statt Only CAU TOU f Mi  190-223 1712 





4th Floor Jones Blrlg. 
H.'l ll'llSMiith     «.nK    rjOOd     ll»f-fl     rock 
I P <   Cash <•• trade  673 5058 
rot iimf.-sMoM.i typmq ill term papers 
tiiisis manutt upts resumes etc Cull 
Jell  Secretarial Services   623 3727 
Guitarist -*"d sinqer looking lor 
muwcajht 'o form a Christian rock 
hand   C.i.1 673 M73 atlas 6 00 
Prepare toi a sales career while you 
finish ii hoot Invest your free lime with 
IH and Mr will Irain you lor a rewarding 
rareer fun ranqe of Iringe banalitl 
Send •■ one paqe handwritten 
statement at ro why you would aha lo 
be srll aajiploytd lo P O Boi 11070 
I ■• nuiiim.   Kenlucky 40511 
Home impiovements remodeling 
parntHMJ and  lepau work    674 2777    • 
TORSAIF    Jeep Renaqadr   low milei 
many eaKas   674 7777 
P.HI Him- IIM on.i' S400 mo Shaklee s 
method IS ptovan Call Mark M 671 
0748   9 5 wk    riay^ 
CRUISISMIPS' SAILING IX 
PfDITIONS' SAILING CAMPS No 
.'■penenre Good pay Summer 
Carer. NATIONWIDE" WORLDWIDE' 
Send S4 95 lor APPLICATION INFO 
REFERRALS lo CRUISEWORLD 03 
Ro. 60179   Saoamenln   CA 96860 
BEACH LOVERS' Part lime itudenl 
-..ill's representative positron available 
lor Spring Semester Job involves 
promoting high quality sun trips on 
r ampus for commission and free travel 
Call or write for an application Summit 
Travel Inc Parkade Pla/a Suite 11 
Columbia Missouri 65701 800 325 
0439 
Artistically Speaking 
A Fool's Paradise 
1 
Markita Shelburne 
"You can fool some of the people 
moM of ihe time and most of the 
people some of the lime." 
Henry Siindi has fooled most of 
the people mosi of ihc time. 
Ciiles Gallery was invaded with 
equipment a couple of weeks ago 
thai would impress the most 
sophisticated science enthusiast, 
until. ih.H is. they asked to sec the 
control room. 
According 10 Charles Hclmuth, 
chairman of ihc gallery, "The show 
does deal with deception . . . enigma 
. . . lie." 
In short, Ihc whole thing is a hoax 
pui there lo make a statement aboui 
the highly technical world in which 
we live. 
Hclmuth explained, "Technology 
in our society is advanced lo I he 
degree thai we accept il . . . people 
don't really  understand it." 
W ith a tooni tilled with expensive 
machines and signs with technical 
jargon and warnings primed across 
them, the viewei is very easily 
convinced ol Ihc dawn of the 
elect tonic age in an. 
rieciromugnctic waves being 
gathered and classified by a 
microwave accumulator, using j 
yagi.antenna and transmitter and 
screens programmed 10 shots certain 
scenes ol New ^ork. all sound 
eitiuely hclicvcablc in this age ol 
advanced technology and ttemen- 
dous breakthroughs evety das. 
Fogelberg 
cuts album 
»v KXKKM KWIS 
Staff WrJlrr 
Al a lime when many performer-- are, 
enjoying hnancihl success >>y lumping" 
tin the disco liandwagon l)an 
Kngelherg continues In perform music 
lor a listening audience 
Kogelherg s latest album.   Thoenix 
contains his own brand of hard and soft 
rntk      compositinns     which     best 
tli'inonstrate his diverse musical talent 
Kogelherg s prowess on the electric 
guitar has helped establish him as a 
musician with the skills necessarv for 
pl.iving hard rock 
Should we have wondered when 
he had this remarkable set of 
electronic wonders in a show at the 
University'.' 
Slindl who is a professor of 
graphic design al East Carolina 
University "docs not try to make 
fun of us, the viewer," said 
Helmuih who is also a friend of the 
artisi. 
He does, however, make a point 
aboui "the way we tend to accept 
things bin we don'i understand." 
continued llclmulh 
Alter all. how many people 
understand why a color television 
works, bui that does not keep us 
irom watching n. 
The show is "tough 10 look at," 
warned Hclmuth. 
However, the viewei can be 
pleased by and interested in both the 
visual presentation and its style as 
well as the remarkable ingenuity and 
sense ol humor necessary 10 create 
such a ironic show. 
All hough it "goes out of the 
realm most people consider art," 
Helmuih noted. "I his show chal- 
lenges people's convict roils and I 
like that." 
Ihc show takes a wide swing at 
ihcloi of uvwho would believe most 
anything icclinically-onciMcd that 
had official titles and legitimate 
sounding wording. 
Ibis rcali/anon may he hard lor 
sonic lo lake and very scary loi us 
all.. It is also embarrassing to many 
that we may be so gullablc as to take 
in all without questioning. 
11 would be mind boggling lo 
think of how far he might have went 
while most people still believed him. 
Despite the faci that Stindl was 
raised in a very traditional kind of 
art, Helmuih contends that he has 
"grown beyond painting." 
Many of his works are conceptual 
things and make a strong stalemeni. 
as well as lend themselves to ihc 
appreciative eye. 
liven though ihc show is based on 
deception, Helmuih says that, in 
effect, "An is a deception." 
Trudy ihis is the height of artistic 
deception. 
As Helmuih says, "It's all 
longue-in-cheek." 
KorWlHM It's Worth 
Monday, Feb. 4, Ciiles Gallery 
will be opening a new show. Ii will 
be a collection of a couple of art 
instructors' paintings. 
Ihc Universiiy 'I heal re will be 
presenting their next play. "A 
( ompany ol Wayward Saints," a 
comedy involving a play within a 
play beginning Wednesday, leb. 13 
through 16. 
Upcoming movies this month 
include "Death Wish," "The One 
and Only," "One on One." "Oh, 
(>od!     and "Deliverance." 
resists disco-mania, 
for listening audience 
Hacked by musicians Paul Harris. Kogelherg fans because several of the 
.loe Walsh and Kuss Kunkel. who have songs are very similar to compositions 
appeared on several ol his previous on his other albums The orchestral 
albums v*^>l^mr\i^ytr^i^,M1'§B^tgm9fi0if^ "n "Heart Hotels.' for 
performance   on The   compositions      instance,  sounds  almost   identical   to 
"Wishing on Ihc Moon" and "Face the 
hire ,i thought provoking song which 
protests the use of nuclear power 
h'ugt'liicrg caries this hardhitting 
style ol rock with several romantic 
acoustical number* such as "Gypsy 
Wind' 'Hegg.'ir s Came' and "Along 
the Koiid " 
While Ihe music in Ibis album is 
pleasant lo listen to. il may seem too 
familiar    even   monotonous,   lo   most 
those    on    Ihe    title 
''Netherlands" album 
track    of     his 
Keeause his present style tif music 
has Iteen proven successful, perhaps 
I ngelheig is hesitant to take a risk by 
< hanging it 
Mlhough "Phoenix" varies little 
Irom other Kogelberg albums, it still 




Must have ow:. car 
•Salary and gas 
allowance 
The More You Hustle, 
The More You Make!! 
SUB CENTER 
Corner of W. Main ft 3rd 
Coal Company Has Openings 
for Geologists & Mining Engineers 
Cementation ft Working Conditions 
Exetlleat 
Advanced Degrees Would Be An .Asset. 
* 
,♦<*•'' Combined Coal Company 
|f P.O. Bex 6SS 






Goodyear Service Store 
Wi   I.I-I,.  yui,  iso  Al,|,  , onfidence 
M" ' n Mititmn" by the National 
Institute    Ira    Automotive    Service 
i.' rilenre 
SISf^stii.iHvP.iss   673 3670 
Paul's Barber Shop 
S|HTiali/iiHj All Stylos 
l'i nns  Stums Slylinfj 
* B.iiheis loMrvicaj 
6.i n      630|im 
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(HMtDYKAR SERVICE CENTER located on Eastern By-Pass. Richmond, 
provides quality repairs by qualified mechanics. 
Campus Cleaners 
Student puces Quality laundry and 
cleaning  Localad in the Powell 
building 
Barger's Exxon 
Quick Servica. Tire Sales. Dapandabla 
Towing Service.   We'll coma out and 
•tan your car." 
EKU By PassPh 623 9711 
Richmond. Ky 
Jock's 1 Hour Cleaner* 
Suede    Leather Service 
Drapery rieanirx) 
Alterationt.   Sttnage 
Mini     S.il   7 30.IHI     530pm 
TOSW.iler  Richmond 673 6744 
Watson's T.V. Service 
Service on most makes and models 
We sail Zenith and Quasar " 
312 W  Irvine St  Ph 823 3272 
Richmond. Ky. 
Pro Muff ler P Tire Canter 
Quick repairs, competitive prices 
Goodyear lues 
We accept Master Charge and Visa 
Open 8 5 Ph  824 2100 
E  Main ft Halite Irvine Richmond 
Tony James V.V". Servica 
CompletnVW Repairs 
I owrst Pore 
18 Vr-arsf Mpenerire 
Mam and Collins 
673 7677 
t- 
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Domino's Pizza goes crazy lor the week 
starting Monday, February 4th through 
Sunday. February 10th ol 1980 
During this week, you may use one of the 
coupons below each day. 
Coupons are good tor one day only, so look 
for your favonte specials 
Tear out this page and post it so you are 
sure not to miss such a special week! 
Whataweek for you! 
119S Collins, 623-7724 
Don't forget that every day of the 
week we give away free cups 
of Pepsi with every pizza! 
sausage 
On Monday. Feb. 4 only. 
Free Sausage 
on any 16" pizza. 
One coupon per pizza 
Fast, Free Delivery 
1 19 S  Collins 
Phone 623-7724 
Coupon it *' OS 0" g-o»fc p#ie» 








On Tuesday, Feb 5 only 
One dollar off any size 
1-item or more pi/za 
One coupon per pizza. 
Fast, Free Delivery 
119 S. Collins     . 
Phone: 623-7724 
COUPO" rlt'Oli  »* g'OM P'"-« 








On Wednesday. Feb 6 only . 
Free Extra Thick Crust 
on any 16" pizza. 
One coupon per pizza 
Fast, Free Delivery 
1 19 S  Collins 
Phone: 623-7724 
COUPO" ri 11  Ob Oil UlO*» Of «o» 
ocVxJmg »rtv apphcjtbte uwi •*' 







On Thursday, Feb 7 only 
Two dollars off any 16" 
2 or more item pizza 
One coupon per pizza 
Fast, Free Delivery 
119S Collins 
Phone: 623-7724 
Coupon ■» l< 00 '" O'o»s pre* 




On Friday. Feb. 8 only 
Two dollars off any 
Deluxe pizza 
One coupon per pizza 
Fast, Free Delivery 
119S Collins 
Phone 623-7724 
Coupon « 12 00 ol gross p*c* 





On Saturday. Feb 9 only.. 
One dollar off any 18" pizza. 
One coupon per pizza 
Fast, Free Delivery 
119 S Collins 
Phone 623-7724 
Coupon   I S 1 00 OH U'o»» P-i« 
00'b6J'1414 il 




We reserve the right to limit our delivery area Our drivers carry less than $10 00 
Copyight 1980. Domino's Pizza Inc 
iMHiMiiliiiiii 
^ ^™ ^M^H ■i^""" MMBMMMMMMMMMMPP^ 
ff ie/V<H. 5«/No. 19 
The Eatm Profi — 
Thursday, J—V 31. H 
Donors return to center 
(Com  from peaa II 
About 80 percent of the donors come 
back after their first donation Coleman 
cited bad experiences, lousy veins, 
acquiring a part time job or not being 
able to fit it into their schedule as 
reasons why people don't return 
Passing out. she said, occurs usually 
with rim-time donors who either 
haven't eaten before coming or who are 
afraid 
The plasma center is regulated by the 
r-'.«nt and Drug Administration and is a 
member of the American Blood 
Resources Association Each unit of 
plasma is tested for contaminents 
Plasma is used to prevent people with 
hemophilia I who can't clot their blood i 
from bleeding to death, clinically in 
viral hepatitis and measles, for 
production of immunization agents for 
tetanus, mumps and whooping cough 
and to prevent Kh disease in sub-, 
sequent births of mothers with Rh 
negative hlood 
Donors are paid $6 or $7 for the first 
donation and SIO for the second 
donation in the same week. Ap- 
pointments are accepted Monday. 
Wednesday and Friday 830 a.m. to 4 
p m and Tuesday and Thursday 10:45 
am to 6 p m The center also offers 
special bonus programs for increased 
pay 
"We do everything possible to make 
sure the donor is healthy and stays 
healthy." emphasized Coleman 
Lack of support 
causes CIA to go extinct 
H\ IMINWHl Mil 
in iMiii/jtionN Kdilor 
The Committee to Instigate Action 
i CIA1 was given its name in a moment 
ol whimsy by Tim Butler, vice 
president of the Student Association 
SA I Mr mentioned at the time that he 
wasn't planning any covert activities, 
hut CIA became one of the best-kept 
Mi-rets on campus for the entire 
semester of its existence 
Analysis 
The idea for CIA originated in the 
campaign platforms of Chris Kremer. 
now SA president and Butler They 
wanted to develop a "supergroup.'' 
which would be composed of 
representatives from each of the ap- 
proximately 130 organization on 
campus 
The tenatative goals of the group 
included developing interpersonal 
relationships between campus leaders, 
serving as a "marketplace of ideas'' on 
campus issues and providing a means 
of bringing the mechanics of student 
government more directly to the 
students 
\s envisioned. CIA would have 
provided a forum lor student opinion 
By combining the voices of Student 
Senate, greek organizations and all of 
the special interest clubs on campus, no 
one would have been able to doubt that 
CIA truly represented the opinion of the 
student body- 
In reality, the group necame nothing 
more than a public relations tool for the 
student senate and the organizations 
involved Eventually. CIA ceased to 
exist 
"Theoretically, it should have 
worked, said Butler "However, in 
practice, only a few were interested " 
Butler said that he and Kremer 
originated the idea of CIA when they 
realized that people feel more a part of 
the organizations they belong to rather 
than part ol their colleges SA is 
represented by members of the various 
colleges 
There arc several possihile reasons 
lor the failure of CIA 
I'erhaps the idea was too broad 
(lathering representatives from over 
130organizations lo form a new group is 
not an easy task 
It could IK- thai Butler and Kremer 
did not devote enough time in planning 
i he group 
However   I he most  probable  reason 
that CIA didn't work is the same reason 
given for many  ol the problems that 
students   lace  at   the   University 
student apathy 
Students 
develop health guide 
Holier said that students didn't ap- 
pear to take an interest in campus 
issues He said that CIA would have 
lieen |x>pular in the 60s when every 
topic was subject to student debate 
"We were about lo vears behind." he 
added 
Although. CIA had a few minor 
successes (Organizations Day and 
work on the Weekend "7»l, Butler said 
that he felt dissappointed in the student 
turnout At one CIA meeting, only four 
clubs were represented 
Butler compared the situation to 
Woodrow Wilson and the problems he 
laced when developing the league of 
Nat ons Although everyone agreed 
that the League was a good idea, 
without the hacking of Congress it was 
nothing more than words on 'paper 
Kremer and Butler had a good idea 
loo Perhaps it was rather idealistic 
and possibly, it could have been 
planned iM-tter. hut it was a chance for 
students to let their voice be heard 
obviously, most I'niversity students 
aren't ready for their voices to be heard 
and so Kremer and Butler are left with 
nothing hut a good plan thai no one 
wanted 
Starting lineup 
Students wait in line outside Alumni Coliseum before the 
garni- with Western on Saturday. According to Skip 
D.iughtery. director of student activities, those with tickets 
showed up as early as Ham   to get choice seals in the 
student section   (photo by Steve Brown) 
Willpower needed to quit 
Kighleen   students   who   complete 
I'niversity  extended campus class at 
Somerset   have   developed   a    health 
resources   guide   for    the   Some 
Pulaski County area 
The   15-week   course.   I tilizalion 
UNIVERSITY FILM SERIES 
Health Resources, was taught at 
tnersel  Community College by  Dr 
l><V> I. Calitri. associate professor of 
illh It explored the problems of 
lsumers of health products and the 
of community health resources 
By ANNKOIIARA 
Staff Writer 
II you smoke, then there is a plan 
which can help you stop 
It is called the Kiveday Plan and 
over 12 million people on it have quit 
smoking 
According to Lewis Brand, a Seventh 
Day Adventist Church pastor and one of 
the plan's chief supporters. "As high as 
•Hi percent who have come to the 
program have quit 
Brand spoke Monday night to ap 
proximalely SS people who wanted to 
"kick" the smoking habit 
"In order to quit, you must launch an 
all out attack." Brand said 
This "attack" or five day plan 
renters upon clearing out a smoker's 
system and helping that smoker lo 
develop willpower 
Thai s the greatest key willpower.' 
staled Brand 
How does one develop willpower? 
According to the plan there are five 
major steps 
first,   a  smoker must  restate  his 
decision not to smoke 
. He  must  start   a  program  of deep 
breathing to improve lung ventilation 
and brain functions 
Instead of smoking, he should try to 
drink either water or fruit juices 
Taking a shower helps curb the 
craving for a cigarette, and talking to 
someone will also limit the urge to 
smoke 
During the first 24 hours on the 
program, smokers are urged to eat only 
fruits lo help clean out nicotine par- 
ticles in cells 
Deep rhythmic breathing and brisk 
walks after meals will help clear the 
airway system 
But is it all worth if 
Well, according to Brand, one 
cigarette can cut short a person's 
lifetime by 14'.. minutes 
"A person who smokes two or more 
packs a day." commented Brand, "has 
a 123 percent higher death rate from 
lung cancer than a non-smoker." 
Smoking also restricts the blood 
vessels in the eyes, causing vision to be 
impaired 
So. yes. it is worth it to stop smoking 
But Brand admits that it will not be a 
simple task 
As Mark Twain once said, "Quitting 
is easy   I've quit thousands of times " 
"You must follow the program." 
emphasized Brand "Usually those who 
do not succeed did not follow it " 
Like anything else, smoking is a habit 




Presented in the Ferrell Room, Combs Building. 




She was programmed to 
accomplish the impossible 
Clm U 
WrO- Fri., Feb. 1 
7:00 & 9:00 
IF EVER 
I SEE YOU 
AGAIN 
• 
Sat. & Sun. 
Feb. 2 & 3 
7:00 & 9:00 
THE MOST ROMANTIC 
LOVE STORY 
OF THE YEAR 
Talent Showcase 
Any student wishing to 
audition for talent 
showcase please contact 
The Office of Student 
Activities 
128 Powell  Building 
622-3855 
A SHOWCASE IS HELD EVERY WEDNESDAY 
FEBRUARY 
Golden Girl 
Friday 7:00 & 9:00 
If Ever I See You Again 
Sat. & Sun. 2 & 3 7:00 & 9:00 
Grease 
Mon. Tues.. 8i Wed. 4.5,6   7:00 & 9:00 
American Hot Wax 
Thurs. & Fri. 7 & 8 8:00 8. 9:30 
Oliver's Story 
Sat. 8. Sun. 9 8. 10 8:00 Si 10:00 
Days of Heaven 
Mon  8. Tues. 11 8i 12 700 8, 9:00 
Sat. & Sun. 










Mon., lues.. Wed. 
Feb., 4, 5 & 6 
7:00 & 9:00 
oj£cffErf 
Mon. & Tues. 
Feb. 11 & 12 
7:00 & 9:00 
GOIN' 
SOUTH 
Wed. & Thurs. 
Feb.13 & 14 
7:00 & 9:00 
A PROVOCATIVE. 
SHREWDLY MADE 
SHOCKER!" ■■■ '»«••»• C«"o" 





"An Evening With 
Rodgers and 
Hammersteine" 











"■"Ml   W IP- "IH 
" EATH WISH" 
ntH-naji 
Going South 
Wad. 8. Thurs. 13 8. 14  7:00 & 9:00 
Death Wish 
Fri. 15 8:00 & 10:00 
Foul Play 
Sat.. Sun. & Mon. 16. 17. 18 7:00 8. 9:00 
The One and Only 
Tues. & Wed. 19 & 20 7:00 & 9:00 
One on One 
Thurs. & Fri. 21 8, 22 7:00 8. 9:30 
Oh God 
Sat. 8. Sun. 23 & 24 8:00 8. 10:00 
Deliverance 
Mon. 25 7:00 & 9:00 
Murder or the Orient Express 
Tues. Si Wed. 26 8. 27 6:30 & 9:00 
Friday 
Feb.15 
8:00 & 10:00 
fMIDNIGHT MOVIESI 
Fri. 1      Grease 
Sat. 2     Golden Girl 
Fri. 8      Oliver's Story 
Sat. 9     Days in Heaven 
Fri. 15    Death Wish 
Sat. 16    Foul Play 
Fri. 22    Oh God 
Sat. 23   Murder on the 
Orient Express 
I 
CLIP AND SAVE 
RiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiinmuC 
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